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SUFFOLK COUNTY WATER AUTHORITY
OAKDALE, LONG ISLAND, NEW YORK 11769
November 1, 1973
Mr. Joseph P.Gannone
President, Local 393
Utility Workers Union of America, AFL-CIO
194 Carman Street
Patchogue, NY 11772
Dear Mr. Gannone:
The purpose of this letter is to set forth the terms of certain understandings
reached heretofore between the parties as more specifically set forth in a letter
agreement dated June 9, 1973, involving the Main Agreement and in the
Memorandum of Agreement dated October 15, 1973.
Since some of the matters referred to in said Agreements have either been
accomplished and/or spelled out in the new Collective Bargaining Agreement (1973-
1976) it is the mutual intent and desire of the parties to set forth herein those subject
matters in said Agreements which did not lend themselves to incorporation in the
main body of the new Collective Bargaining Agreement as follows:
a. Effective December 5, 1972, the following General Utility Persons
"B" in
the ~ervice Department, by reason of their current trucks and assignments in
connection therewith, were reclassified as General Utility Persons "A":
a) George Hubbard
b) William Issacs
c) Edward Hubbard
d) Kenneth Key
e) William Stone
f) John Green, Jr.
November 1. 1973
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b If any of the above employees are absent from work, any other
employees assigned to perform their work during such absence shall not be upgrad-
ed, except where such as assignment involves a vacation absence of any of the
above employees. If a vacancy occurs In the case of the trucks and work assign-
ments referred to in foregoing new position of General Utility Person
"A" (Paragraph 1(a) above), such vacancy shall be posted for bid as provided In the
Collective Bargaining Agreement
Please Indicate your agreement with the foregoing by signing where Indi-
cated below
SUFFOLK COUNTY WATER AUTHORITY
By Louis W Weinfurt
AGREED
LOCAL 393 UTILITY WORKERS
UNION OF AMERICA. AFL-CIO
By Joseph P Gannone, President
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GENERAL WORKERS
LETTER OF UNDERSTANDING
Agreement By and Between
Suffolk County Water Authority
and
UtilityWorkers' Union of America
A.F.L.- C.I.O., local 393
AGREEMENT ENTERED INTO AS OF JULY 20, 2000, BY AND BETWEEN
SUFFOLK COUNTY WATER AUTHORITY (hereinafter called the "Authority") having its
principal office in Oakdale, Long Island, LOCAL 393 (hereinafter called the "Union")
having its office at 20 Medford Ave., Suite 105, Patchogue, NY 11772.
WITNESSETH:
Whereas the Authority is engaged in furnishing an essential public service vital
to the health, safety, and comfort of the population of the communities which the Authority
serves; and
Whereas the Authority has a high degree of responsibility to the public in so
serving the public without interruption of this essential service; and
Whereas the Authority cannot meet this responsibility unless it has the consci-
entious cooperation of its employees; and
Whereas it is therefore essential to the harmonious labor relationship of the
Authority and its employees that disputes arising between the Authority and its employees
.
be adjusted and settled in an orderiy manner without interruption of service; and
Whereas both parties recognize the mutual responsibility of service to the pub-
lic; IT IS, in consideration of the premises and the mutual agreements and promises here-
inafter contained, agreed as follows:
Article I General ProvIsions
Section I In furtherance of harmon lOllS rr:latlons amonq employees. m<!nage-
ment. and the public. and In full recognition by the Union of the pertinent provIsions of ICJw
which prohibit strikes by employees of an Authority. It IS mutually a~Jreed that there sh<!11
be no strikes and on the part of the Authority that there shall he no lockouts
Section 2 It IS not the Intent that any provISions of this contract shall violiJte any
act. statute. or law which m<!y be pertinent thereto
Section 3 The Union rf:cognlzes that the supervIsion and control of all opera-
tions and the direction of all working forces CJrevested exclusively In the Authonty. and the
Union recognizes the nght of the Authority to hire. discharge. lay oH. suspend. discipline.
promote. demote. or transfer any employee or employees of the Authonty Such nght IS
subject to the limitations hereinafter imposed by this Agre(!ment The exercise of such
rights and powers shall not be arbitrary or unfair as to any employee. and they sh<!11not
be exercised so as to violate any provIsion of this Agreement
Section 4 The Union recognizes that the Authonty IS a public benefit corpora
tion: that It was created and eXists by virtue of statutory enactments, that It is In the nature
of a political subdivIsion: and that ItS operations are for the public benefit By reason there-
of. the Union acknowledges that the power of the Authonty to entm Into this Agreement or
any of the provIsions thereof IS or may be sut)ject to legi1! limitations. and In the event all
or any part of this Agreement contravenes any statutory or legal requirements or exceeds
the lawful powers of the Authonty. then. to the extent of stlch contraventlCH). this Agreement
or such of ItS provisions as are legally oblectlonable shall br: null and vOid The parties
mutually agree that the nullity of any provIsion shCJIInot vOid the remainder of this
Agreement. provided however that such provIsion can be severed from the Agreement
without substantially aHectlng the whole thereof The parties ftnther CJqreethat If any pro
vision shall be found to be null clndvOid.thf?Ywill mf?etto neqotlate d provIsion which shall
be comparable and within the IClw
Artlelf' II Rec:oqrlltlm1
Section I The Authority hereby recognizes thf? lJnlon as thp solp ,md nxcluslvn tXHq<!lrllrlq
agency in all matters pertaining to wages, hOIJrS, imrJ worklnq <!nrj f'mploymnnt
;:>
conditions for all classifications of employees, as set forth under Schedule I anne)(ed here-
to, e)(cluding engineers, inspectors, draftspersons other than in CM Department, labora-
tory technicians and helpers, e)(ecutives, confidential employees, department heads, and
non-working forepersons and supervisors who have the right to recommend discharge.
The Authority agrees to negotiate with the accredited representatives of the Union as cho-
sen by its members for the purpose of determining any disputes which may arise con-
cerning wages, hours, working conditions, and all other conditions of employment.
Section 2. Any employee who shall be promoted to a position 9)(cluded by
Section I above, and who shall return to a position covered by Section I with one (I) year
after said promotion, shall be credited with past seniority (as defined under Article V)
including the period of time outside the bargaining unit resulting from said promotion.
Promotion shall not be compulsory.
Article III: Hiring of New Employees
Section I. The management of the Authority shall be the final judge of a new
employee's qualifications for employment.
Section 2. The Authority may avail itself of the facilities afforded by the Union of
a list of competent worl(ers to fill any positions under Union jurisdiction. Such a list shall
be prepared by the Regional Managers, department heads, designated representatives of
the Union and shall be added to from time to time. Neither party shall arbitrarily withhold
consent to the placing of any name on such list.
Section 3. Within one (1) week after hiring any new employee, the Authority
shall notify the Union of the employee's name, position, department, and residence
address. Each employee covered by this Agreement shall become a member of the Union
thirty (30) days after such hiring or the effective date of this Section of this Article,
whichever is later, as a condition of the employee's continued employment.
The first ninety (90) working days of employment shall be a probationary period for new
employees. Absence from work shall not be considered as a working day with reference
to the computation of the above ninety (90) working days. During the probationary period
of a new Utility Person, the Senior General Utility Person and General Utility Person will
assist the Authority in the evaluation of each Utility Person by completing forms provided
by the Authority covering the work performance of each Utility Person. The Authority shall
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have the rlqllt to dlschnrq(: ,my employee durrnq tt)(~ pmpl()VI~f' <,prolidtl()fldry p(:rlod, and
such dlschilrqP shall not be sub/ect to Arbltri1tlon
Section 4 Ear:h new (:rnployee stlilll be pewj h'r thl' fil';1rllrH~tv(gO) cJilY<;of the
respectivE' prohatlon,lrY period at th(: rilte of not I(.c,', thdr) sevprlty flvl' (/:,,) percellt of the
wage scalp for the position helnq filleci as provlcipd If) Artld!' XI
I\rtlcll' IV LJrWHl ~~tll)~
Seetlorl I All i'rnployees ()OW fTlt?ITihprs ril niiS 1 1<1Ii ,II ilrHj ()[ IIIH1I'1 HI(: /IJllsdiL
tion of the Union, amj illl employees who tJ!'cor1lf' nH'rnt)()r~~ plW;Udnt to Artlc!(: III, Section
3. shall contlr1lJf' to remain mf'mhers of the Union In quod stimdlnq for the dlJri1tlon of ttliS
Agreement as i1 term and condition of r:ontlflued employm(:nt, the AIJthorlty Shilll not con
tinue to employ any employ(:e fllllnq i1 position umjer the jIJrlsdlr:tlor! of thp Uflion unless
such employe(: IS a Union member In good standing The forf'qolflq provIsions shall not
apply to otflee workf:rs who are not members of th,; Union (1:; of tlw etfeetlve cJi1tf:of this
Agreement unless such employees shall become memt)(:r~; dl Jrlnq thl? tl?rm of ttllS
Agreement, but such provIsions shall Clrrly to Clny repli1cPrlH'nt nf SlJ(j) an prnplnYPI?
~~ectlon 2 ThpL\utt1onty s~1<111dpcJuct on (:<lCll Thwsd,IY of each week per
annum (excl?pt where a holiday occurs on a Thursday, In W~lll:h case the cJeduetlorl Shilll
be made on Friday) from the wage~; of ei1ch ernployef' who 1:,1 rneJTlht~r of thp Unlorl, arid
who signs a written iluthorl/;ltlon In form cOnfOrrTltrlq to law, <;<lldPrTlploypps dlJes for thilt
week owed the Union (as ',IJch dill'S shelll t)1' flrf'ScntJPd hV ItH' Urllons Constlliltiorl and
Bylaws) and st1i111turn over to thf' -~rf'i1SIJrl?r of ItH~ I Jrlloll ItH' tolill C;UJTlsn cn/lected forth
with
-
alonq with (1 list of ;111pfTlploVpps frorn whom ItH' dpdIJC11()11S hilVP !)PPrI rTlade, thf:lr
job title, marrtal status, r,ll>' '1f pii\' cl;lSSlflcltlon (qpnPI,ll (]I d,)rrr:;tli ,lrp;1 r,f work. and r:ur
rl?nt adcJrf:ss
See/lor! :1 TtH' i 1,ISSI!ii<lII(1I1 (It 'NrHk 11:,11'>' IlIlrt"1 1~r:tI('IJill(' ! 'lpr(Jto illHH~xed
shall be r:onsldprecJ iHPi1S "j work IFldpi thp IIJrl',dlclli)f1 1)1 nil' llnll)l: ~,J('W pOSltlOW, up-
ated Irl Clny Or;partrnr;nt wtll1:h <III? not now pxelud('d frl"l1 1111' t),jr:plrll'lfj III1It IlildPI ttH'
provISions of Article II. S('<:II(H1 I, s~';lll hI' consl(jprpd d', i" )'ill>1i'; IHld,,! HIP jIHISrji<tl(1I1 of
the Union
Seell(m 1\ Th(J l Jrlion sh,]11 hav" tt1lJ prlvrlpql' ,,' 11I.llllt<l111ll1l1 tJllllptlrl t1lJ<lrds for
notices to rnprnhers IH)[jpr ,1-, jlJw;dli:tlon
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Section 5. The Authority shall not interfere with, restrain, or coerce employees
because of membership or lawful activity in the Union and shall not directly or by indirec-
tion discriminate against, interfere with, coerce, demote, transfer, or discharge any employ-
ee because of Union membership. Neither party will apply or interpret the provisions of this
Agreement contrary to any applicable law pertaining to equal employment opportunity and
non-discrimination policy.
Section 6. The Union and/or its officers, agents, or members shall not unlawful-
ly intimidate or coerce any employee in respect to the employee's right to work or the
employee's tenure of employment.
Article V: Seniority
Section I. Seniority is the right accruing to employees of the Authority whose
jobs are listed in the Agreement, through length of service, which entitles them to prefer-
ence in promotions (subject to provisions of this Article, Section 7), transfers, vacations,
layoffs, and rehiring. However, seniority does not mean that an employee may take the
position filled by another employee before the position has become vacant except in the
case of layoff.
Section 2. Seniority shall be by service with the Authority. In determining length
of service, recognition shall be given to employment under predecessors of the Authority.
In the event of any acquisitions by the Authority of other entities where the employees of
such entity occupy jobs similar to the jobs covered by Section I herein, then and in such
event employees shall also be covered by this Agreement. At the time of such acquisition
the Authority and Union shall agree on one of the following alternatives concerning the sta-
tus of such employees: either (a) such employees shall carry over their seniority and length
of service accrued with the acquired entity or (b) such employees shall not carry over such
seniority and length of service. The seniority list of all present employees is annexed here-
to and made a part hereof as Appendix A. In cases of transfer from one location to anoth-
er by reason of seniority, the Authority may delay the transfer, if necessary, for the pur-
poses of breaking in a new employee to fill the vacated position, except that if the transfer
is delayed more than twenty-one (21) days, then the transferee shall receive the rate of
pay of the new position beginning at the end of the twenty-one (21) day period.
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Section 3 Any employee who has less than five (5) years of continuous service
with the Authority and who IS promoted to a higher Job clasSification shall be considered
on probation for a period of not more than six (6) months after the promotion, unless In the
sale opinion of the Authority the employee IS fully qualifierl or becomes fully qualified dur-
ing such period to periorm all the functions of the Job to which the employee has been pro-
moted, In which case the emploYf~e may in the Authonty's discretion immediately receive
the full rate for the higher classification In any event the employee shall receive the full rate
for the higher clasSification not more than ninety (90) days after the promotion even though
still on probation An employee assigned to a higher classification on probation shall be
required to periorm all of the functions of the higher classification during the probationary
penod, The rate of pay for an employee on probation shall be the regular hourly rate for
the employee's pnor Job title plus fifty (50%) percent of the difference between that rate
and the regular hourly rate for the classification to which the employee has been promot-
ed for up to ninety (90) days At the end of six (6) months, If in the opinion of the Authority
the employee is fully qualified for the higher classification, the employee shall be perma-
nently assigned to that classification, When an employee with ten (10) or more years of
service with the Authority slJccessfully bids on a Job that has a progression rate and such
employee's rate of pay falls within the progression schedule, such employee shall not
receive a rate of pay In o~uchprogression schedule less than the rate of pay the employee
receives pnor to the ch,lnge of classification
Section 4 Employees will be permitted a transfer from one Job assignment to
another Wtllch does not Involve an Increase In wages only when the new assignment ISat
a location nearer the employee's residence, so as to reduce Itle traveling time to and from
work, or when, In the opinion of the Authonty and the Union, there IS some other com
peiling reasons for the transfer Except when the new assignment IS C1ta location nearer
the employee's reslrlpnce, so as to redlJCe the traveling time to anrl from work, no employ-
ee will be permlttecJ a transfer from one lob assignment to another which does not Involve
an Increase In wages within one (1) year from the date of a prior award for a Job assign-
ment which did not involve an Increase In wages A temporary employee who has obtained
a transfer to a Job assignment which does not Involve an Increase In wages shall not there-
after be permitted to transfer to a Job assignment which does not Involve an Increase In
wages within one (1) year from the date of the prior awarrl of the Job assignment which
does not Involve an Increase In wages, without any exception
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Section 5. An employee promoted to a higher category of work who is incapable
of holding the new position shall be returned to the employee's former position without loss
of rights, privileges, or seniority.
Section 6. Only continuous service without a break of more than one (1) year
shall be considered for seniority except as otherwise herein provided. Notwithstanding the
provisions of this Section, an employee who resigns or who is discharged for just cause
shall lose the employee's seniority rights. If any employee fails to return to work within
three (3) working days after the employee has been notified by certified mail to return to
work and does not give a satisfactory reason, after investigation by the Authority and the
Union, for the employee's failure to return within said three (3) working days, any seniori-
ty record theretofore established shall be broken, and such seniority record shall there-
upon be considered nil.
Section 7. It is mutually understood and agreed by all parties hereto that,
because of the Authority's responsibility hereinbefore mentioned, the management must
and shall be the judge of an employee's qualifications for promotion, provided that such
judgement shall not be exercised arbitrarily or capriciously.
Section 8. Where there is a vacancy in a position listed under Schedule I, or
where a position is established which must, by virtue of the duties involved, be added to
Schedule I, such vacancy or new position, if such vacancy or new position is to be filled,
must be posted for bid in each department and location throughout the Authority. All
employees shall have the right to bid on each such position. An employee may not with-
draw a bid once the bid is closed. An employee may withdraw a bid after sixty (60) days
have elapsed from the date of the award if the transfer has not been affected at that time.
Copies of all job bids shall be sent to the Human Resources Department and the
President of the Union. The Authority must award a position within 21 calendar days of the
posting and must transfer the successful bidder within 21 calendar days of the date of the
award or pay the new job rate starting the 22nd day after the award. Employees who bid
for two (2) positions simultaneously, or for a second position before the first is awarded,
must indicate preference for one position on the job bid form at the time the bid is submit-
ted. When a position is awarded, a copy of the letter of award will be forwarded to the suc-
cessful bidder as well as to the Union President and National Representative.
If the Authority intends to award a position to anyone other than the senior bidder, such an
award shall be transmitted to the Union President two (2) days prior to the release of the
award letter. 7
Section 9. Awards to all positions listed in note (n) of Schedule I will be based
on seniority alone, provided that the employee bidding for the position has more than five
(5) years of service with the Authority.
Section 10 Employees upon completion of ten (10) years of service shall
receive a longevity payment of two hundred dollars ($200) per year, fifteen (15) years of
service will receive four hundred ($400) dollars per year, twenty (20) years of service will
receive five hundred fifty ($550) dollars. Longevity pay shall be paid on or before
December 31 of each year by separate check. An employee shall earn said payments on
December 31 of the year the employee completes his tenth, fifteenth and twentieth year
respectively
Article VI: Leave of Absence
Section I Employees, upon writ1en request, shall be permit1ed to be absent
from work for a period of up to nine (9) months. During this penod of absence without pay,
an employee may elect to use accumulated sick leave and vacation credits to supplement
statutorily available short-term disability benefits (NYS Disability Benefits Law). At the
point that the employee is no longer on the payroll (receiving sick leave or vacation pay-
ments) and after Family Leave Medical Act benefits expire said employee shall be respon-
sible for the payment of medical, dental and vision premiums Premium payments shall
commence on the 1st of the month following the time at which the leave began
A leave of absence will be normally granted for the birth of a child, adoption, or
to care for a seriously ill parent, child or spouse or as stated in Section 3, 4 and 5 of this
Article
Application for a family leave shall be made at least 30 days prior to the com-
mencement of the planned absence, except in the case of an emergency, and shall be
made to Human Resources The Union president (or his/her designate) shall be advised
of all approved family leaves by the Human Resources Department
The Authority. however, need not grant a leave of absence to permit an employ-
ee to take other full-time employment. If an employee during such leave of absence takes
other full time employment. then the employee shall be subject to automatic discharge
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Section 2. Employees granted leaves of absence under Section 1 above shall
not suffer break in seniority and shall be entitled to retum to work at their former status
with all rights and privileges.
Section 3. Any member of the Union elected to an office in the Union requiring
the employee's absence from duty, or selected as a delegate for specific activities for or
on behalf of the AFl-CIO or its affiliates, which necessitates the emplC7)'ee's absence from
the employee's regular work, shall upon written request therefore be granted a leave of
absence without pay for such time as the employee holds such office.
Section 4. Employees granted leaves of absence under Section 3 above shall
not suffer a break in seniority and shall be entitled to return to work at their former status
with all rights and privileges, provided such employees have the physical fitness and abil-
ity to perform the work.
Section 5. Members of the Grievance Committee and the Departmental or
local Stewards shall be given reasonable time off with pay to discuss grievances of
employees on Authority time and on Authority property, with Authority representatives, pur-
suant to the grievance procedure provided in Article IX hereof. In addition, the President
of the Union will be permitted 16 hours per week, time off, with full pay and benefits to
administer the collective bargaining agreement or to perform other valid Union business'
provided however that (i) the Union President notifies the Authority 48 hours in advance of
the day(s) to be taken off, (ii) only full days are to be taken, (iii) the 16 hours are not assign-
able and (iv) the Union President may choose not to utilize the 16 hour per week in any
one week and may bank up to 24 hours for use subject to the conditions described in the
paragraph.
Article VII: Strikes and lockouts
Section I. In furtherance of the general policy referred to in Article I of this
Agreement, the Union agrees that there shall be no strike, walkout, stoppage, slow down,
or cessation of work at any time, and the Authority agrees that there shall be no lockout at
any time. In lieu thereof, the grievance procedure prescribed by this Agreement shall be
followed in all cases where applicable, and the parties shall abide by the results of
arbitration whenever same is used.
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Article VIII Security of Tenure
Section 2 Neither the Union nor the Authority shall engage in subterfuge for the
purpose of defeating or abating any of the provisions of this Agreement
Section I. No employee shall be discharged without good and sufficient cause
except as provided in Article III, Section 3. In the event an employee is discharged, the
Union shall be immediately notified in writing. Should the Union deem the discharge not
without good and sufficient cause. it shall file a grievance and proceed in accordance with
Article X, Section 7.
Section 2. All employees, excepting temporary employees, hired prior to May
31, 1951, shall not be laid off except in cases where shortage of materials or rulings of
governmental or administrative agencies warrant reduction of personnel. In any such case.
the Authority will continue the policy of making another position available, if possible. for
an employee whose position has been abolished.
Section 3. If. In the opinion of the Authority. it becomes necessary to layoff any
employee, such layoff will be made on the basis of seniority, excepting that the Authority
will not be required to retain an employee who does not have the ability to perform work
available to the employee. In the case of employees with ten (10) or more years of service
with the Authority. such employees will be trained for a position where training has been
given in the past prior to laying off such an employee. In such a case. seniority will prevail
as to the employee or employees to be trained or laid off
Article IX: Grievances
Section I The Union shall furnish the Authority with the names of its officers.
departmental representatives, and the members of its three-person (3) Gnevance
Committee
Section 2. A national representative of the Union. duly designated for the pur-
pose, may participate in all negotiations with the Authority as a member of the Grievance
Committee.
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Section 3. Any Union representative designated under Article IX, Section I,
hereof, any aggrieved person or persons, if required, who shall leave the employee's work
in order to meet with Authority representatives in negotiation for adjustment of differences
or grievances shall receive the employee's regular pay while so engaged during the
employee's normal hours of work. Such representative shall give the employee's immedi-
ate superior sufficient notice prior to said meeting so that arrangements may be made to
relieve the former from duty, due consideration being given to the operational needs of the
Authority. Except as otherwise provided herein, there shall be no meeting or meetings per-
taining to Union business on Authority property and during working hours unless agreed
to by the Authority.
Section 4. Any Union representative, designated under Section I or 2 hereof,
shall be permitted to enter on the AuthOrity's property at all reasonable times for the pur-
pose of making investigation of any grievance arising between the members of the Union
and the Authority, provided however the Supervisor or Foreperson in charge of the depart-
ment shall first be notified.
Section 5. Any dispute or disagreement between the parties to the meaning or
the application of the terms of this Agreement, or as to any facts calling for the application
thereof, shall be subject to adjustment as provided in this Article and/or to arbitration, as
provided in Article X.
Section 6. Any dispute or disagreement as contemplated under Section 5 here-
of, shall be brought to the attention of an appropriate supervisor by the shop steward in
the department where the dispute or disagreement took place within three (3) working
days after an affected employee becomes aware or should have become aware of the dis-
pute or disagreement. Within a reasonable time thereafter, but no later than five (5) work-
ing days, a meeting shall take place between the supervisor, shop steward and the affect-
ed Union person or persons for the purpose of attempting to informally resolve the said
dispute or disagreement.
Section 7. In the event a dispute or disagreement is not resolved within five
(5) working days after use of the informal mechanism, the Union shall within five (5)
working days thereafter, file a written grievance with the appropriate department head,
and therein provide the complete factual background as then known and any contract
provisions claimed violated. The department head or designees shall thereafter and
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within five (5) working days meet with the shop steward and grievance chairman in an
attempt to resolve the grievance.
Section 8 If there is no resolution within ten (10) working days thereafter. a final
meeting shall be scheduled with the grievance committee and the Chairman of the
Authority or his designee Prior to such meeting, the Union and the Authority may request
to receive such information within the control of the other party which is relevant to a full
discussion, and so as to enable either side to fully and completely set forth its position as
to the merits of the Union's claim. The parties recognize and agree that it is contemplated
that multiple grievances will be heard at the final meeting. Accordingly. there is no specif-
ic time requirement to hold such meeting. Nonetheless. both sides understand the impor-
tance of expeditiously resolving grievances. and accordingly, final grievance meetings
should be held approximately every eight (8) weeks The Authority shall provide the Union
with its answer to the final step meeting within ten (10) working days after the meeting
takes place.
Section 9 If no satisfactory settlement is reached under Sectron 8. then either
of the parties may submit the difference or dispute to arbitration provided such submission
is made within thirty (30) working days following receipt of the answer of the Authority
Section 10. A grievance must be filed within ten (10) working days after the
employee became aware of the grievance. or should have become aware of the grievance.
or such grievance will be considered not to exist.
Article X: Arbitration
Section I. In the event there is no satisfactory resolution of a grievance. either
party shall have the right to request arbitration by giving written notice to the other party
within fifteen (15) working days after receipt of the Authority's answer following the final
step meeting.
Section 2 When a request for arbitration is received, the Union and the
Authority or their designees shall contact the next scheduled Arbitrator on the arbitration
panel for purposes of scheduling the matter.
Section 3. The panel of arbitrators is listed on a separate schedule maintained
by the Authority and the Union
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Section 4. The initial panel shall be utilized in the order of their numbered
appearance on this list. In the event an Arbitrator is unable to serve for any reason what-
soever, the next available Arbitrator on the list shall be contacted.
Section 5. The initial list shall remain in place for a period of twelve (12) months.
Thereafter, either side may request the removal of one (1) Arbitrator and propose a
replacement. No replacement shall be put on the list without the consent of the other side;
whose consent shall not be unreasonably withheld. No replacement may be removed until
they have served at least twelve (12) months, unless both sides agree.
Section 6. Hearings shall be held at a site in Suffolk County to be mutually
agreed upon between the parties. Both sides shall share all expenses associated with
arbitration, except that late cancellation fees shall be paid by the party requesting the can-
cellation.
Section 7. When the grievance involves a discharge of an employee, the Union
may request arbitration without the requirement of prior meetings. Nonetheless, all dis-
charges shall be heard at the next scheduled final meeting following the discharge, with
all of the parties rights and obligations to provide information to the other side intact.
Section 8. The Award of an Arbitrator shall be final and binding upon the parties
hereto except that no Arbitrator shall have the right or authority to add to, amend, change
or alter the terms and provisions of this agreement.
Section 9. The aggrieved person or persons and the local Union president shall
receive regular pay while engaged in arbitration. The expenses and fees of an arbitrator
shall be shared equally by the parties.
Article XI: Wages
Section I (a). During the term of this Agreement, the wages for all positions cov-
ered hereunder shall be as listed in Schedule
"
hereto annexed and made a part hereof,
subject, however, to the provisions of Section 3 of this Article as hereinafter set forth.
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Section I (b). Effective July 20, 2000, each employee on the payroll as of that
date shall be entitled to a wage increase of 2%, upon the employee's basic hourly rate.
Effective July 24,2001, each employee on the payroll as of that date shall be entitled to a
wage increase of 3.0% upon the employee's basic hourly rate. Effective July 23, 2002,
each employee on the payroll as of that date shall be entitled to a wage increase of 3.5%
on the employee's basic hourly rate. Effective July 27, 2003, each employee on the pay-
roll shall be entitled to a wage increase of 3.5% on the employee's basIc hourly rate. A
ratification bonus equal to 2% of the employees current base annual wage shall be paid
upon ratification
Section 2 (a). Such pay shall be paid weekly by check at the place where the
employee reports for work during regular working hours on every Thursday for the week
ending and including the previous Monday at midnight, or the end of the last shift prior to
Monday at midnight If Thursday is (1 legal holiday, the wages due shall be payable on the
following day
Section 2 (b) Effective July 11, 1989, it is hereby agreed that the employees of
the Suffolk County Water Authority are permitted to participate on a voluntary basis in
Direct Deposit of Payroll, as provided under the Authority's current program.
Section 3 (a) The Authority shall reserve the right to slot new Clerks within the range of
the progression plan, based on previous experience, but shall be the sole judge of the
value to the Authority of such experience.
Section 3 (b). Effective July 11, 1989, clerks who the Authority has designated
to use stenography skills and who currently utilize said skills shall receive an additional
twenty-five cents ($25) per hour compensation upon attaining the top rate of the clerk's
progression. All future bid sheets which are designated with a Clerk/Stenographer title
shall also receive the twenty-five cent ($25) differential.
Article XII Overtime
Section I. Any work performed in excess of the normal work day or the normal
work week, as defined in Article XIX, Section 2 hereof, shall be considered overtime and
shall be paid for at the rate of one and one-half (1 1/2) times the regular rate; except that
any work performed in excess of twelve (12) consecutive hours and any work In excess of
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sixteen (16) hours in a twenty-four (24) hour period from 8:00 a.m. shall be paid at the rate
of two (2) times the regular rate; provided that no employee shall be paid both daily and
weekly overtime on account of the same hours of overtime work.
Section 2. Any employee whose regular work shift includes a Sunday shall
receive the employee's regular day's payor regular hourty rate for the time worked, but no
additional compensation. Any employee scheduled to work on Easter Sunday, shall be
. .
paid at the rate of double time the employee's regular rate for hours worked on said day.
Section 3. Any employee whose regular work shift includes a holiday as speci-
fied herein shall receive compensation at the rate of one and one-half (1 1/2) times the
regular rate for hours worked and, in addition, shall receive the employee's regular day's
pay for the holiday.
Section 4. Employees who are not scheduled to work and who are called in for
emergency work on a Sunday shall receive compensation at the rate of two (2) times the
regular rate for the hours worked, which shall be considered overtime compensation, but
in no case for less than four (4) hours at two (2) times the regular hourty rate. In the case
of two (2) or more call-outs within the same four (4) hour period, the employee shall not
be entitled to more than one (1) minimum of four (4) hours, and will be paid for the time
actually worked on the additional call-outs at two (2) times the regular hourty rate.
Section 5. Employees who are not scheduled to work and who are called in for
emergency work on a holiday shall receive compensation at the rate of two (2) times the
regular rate for the hours worked, which shall be considered overtime compensation, but
in no case for less than four (4) hours at two (2) times the regular hourty rate, in addition
to the employee's regular holiday pay, in the case of two (2) or more call-outs within the
same four (4) hour period, the employee shall not be entitled to more than one (1) mini-
mum of four (4) hours, and will be paid for the time actually worked on the additional call-
outs at two (2) times the regular hourty rate.
Section 6. Employees who are given advance notice to report for extra work on
Saturday shall receive compensation at the rate of one and one-half (1 1/2) times the reg-
ular rate for the hours worked, but in no case for less than two (2) hours at one and one-
half (1 1/2) times the regular hourty rate.
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Section 7. Overtime work in any department shall be equalized
among the departmental employees as far as IS practicable lists for overtime shall be
maintained by the department on a weekly basis in a conspicuous place near work sta-
tions or time clocks, and overtime status shall be based on hours paid and not hours
worked. Procedures for equalization of overtime shall be in accordance with eXisting
updated Memorandum of Agreement dated July 14,1992 However, said lists shall be
maintained at SIX month Intervals and shall be restarted with zero balances on the first
Tuesday of January and July of each year
1(a) The Authority will maintain a weekly list of the employees at appropriate
locations within the Authority, upon which the employees shall Indicate at the beginning of
such week as to whether they are not available for call-out or other type of overtime work
on any particular day of the week This non-availability list will be for the period from 430
p.m. to 8:00 a.m the following day on normal workdays; the other times this list will be for
the period from 800 a.m. to 800 a.m. the following day It is understood that every employ-
ee is available for such overtime work unless the employee advises he is not available on
any particular day
1(b) When an employee IS on vacation, It IS the responsibility of said employee
to notify his supervisor, in writing, prior to leaving for vacation, that he wishes to be called
for overtime after regular working hours A pre-printed form will be available for the employ-
ees to fill out and submit prior to his leaving for vacation The supervisor will make such
changes on the call-out sheets so as to eliminate reference to vacation It being under-
stood that since the employee is on scheduled vacation time dUring the normal work week,
he will not be eligible for sleep time
"
The provisions of Article XII, Section 9, pertaining to overtIme work
beyond the end of the employee's regular work day shall remain in full force and effect
III Distribution of overtime In the Construction and maintenance
Department shall be handled as follows
A Particular Work Project
1 When a particular work project requires continuity of work
beyond the end of an employee's workday, the employee or
employees working on such work prolect prior to the end of
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the workday shall be assigned to work the overtime
required on said project on said day.
2. When the particular work project does not involve continuity
of a work project, then the Authority shall assign such over
time as described below:
B. Call Outs and Scheduled Overtime
1. Maintenance Division
a. Large Maintenance Crews Overtime shall be equalized as far
as practicable within each classification, Le., among Senior General
Utility Persons as one (1) group, and among General Utility Persons
"An (Caulker) as another group. The Utility Persons on these crews
will be included with all other Utility Persons in the Maintenance
Division as one (1) group.
b. Small Maintenance Crews
Overtime shall be equalized as far as practicable among the General
Utility Persons "An on these crews. The Utility Persons will be includ-
ed in the Utility Persons group above.
c. Chlorinating Crews
Overtime shall be equalized as far as practicable among the
General Utility Persons "An on these crews as one (1) group. The
Utility Persons on these crews will be included in the Utility Persons
group described above.
d. Hydrant Mechanics
Overtime shall be equalized as far as practicable among
the General Utility Persons "Anon these crews as one
(1) group.
e. Hydrant Inspection
Overtime'shall be equalized as far as practicable among
the General Utility Persons "Bnon these crews as one
(1) group.
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f Storeroom
Storekeeper
'A" and Storekeeper "8" shall be treated as
one (1) group. and Storekeeper "C" shall be treated as
one (1) group The inrlividual holding the back-up
Storekeeper position. which has alrearly been estab-
lished. shall he used for substitution purposes
2. Service DIvIsion
Overtime shall be equalized as far as practicable among General
Utility Persons
"A" and General Utility Persons "8" on these crews.
as one (1) group. Utility Persons on these crews will be included
as one (1 ) group
c. Tuesday-Saturday Crews
If the Authority is advised. whenever possible. prior to the
end of work on Friday that any employee In a particular clas-
sification will be absent from work on Saturday, and the
Authority determines to operate with a full crew, then the
Authority will assign another employee within the classifica-
tions group (for example. Senior Generrtl Utility Person) for
such Saturday work
2 If the Authority IS advised, whenever possible. prior to the
end of work on Friday that any employee in a particular
classification will be absent from work on Saturday. and If
the Authority rletermines to operate with less than a full
crew on Saturday. then the other employees on the regular
crew shall he upgraderl where appllrable
J If an employee on the regular Tuesrlay-Saturday crew does
not report for work on a Saturday without prior notice as
provided above. then the Authority will upgrade within the
crew. where applicable. and call out a Utility Person. who
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F.
will not be upgraded, regardless of seniority, if such a call
out is deemed necessary.
4. Where less than the regular Tuesday-Saturday crew reports
for work on a Saturday, and when no upgrading is required
in view of the work assignments made, and where there
after an emergency arises requiring the call out of additional
employees to perform the emergency work, ~uch call out
will be on the basis of classification.
D. Meter Mechanics, Field Operator (including Relief Operators), Plant
Operators, Electricians, and. Pump Station Mechanics
The same procedure will apply to the above categories as applies
in the Service Maintenance Divisions. More specifically, each of the
above categories consists of various classifications (for example, .
Senior Electrician, Electrician, Assistant Electrician, Meter
Mechanic Grade I, Meter Mechanic Grade II, Senior Mechanic,
Pump Station Mechanic "A", Pump Station Mechanic "B", and
Assistant Pump Station Mechanic). Overtime shall be equalized as
far as practicable within each classification, i.e., each classification
shall be considered as a separate group.
E. Regional Centers (Customer Service): General Utility Person "A",
General Utility Person "B", Senior Meter Reader and Collector
(including Meter Reader and Reader and Utility Person), Utility
Person, Field Operator (including Relief Operator and Utility
Person).
The same procedure will apply to the above categories as applies
in the Service and Maintenance Divisions. Overtime shall be equal-
ized as far as practical within each classification, ie. each classifica-
tion shall be considered as a separate group.
Clerical Staff
-
all offices
Overtime shall be equalized as far as practicable within the clerical
staff of each office. Senior Clerks and Clerks shall be joined for pur-
pose of overtime.
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BG Temporary Employees
Temporary employees In each work location will not be called for
overtime unless all permanent t'mployees In a particular classiflca--
tion at that work location are unavailable
The same procedure will apply to the above categories as applies
1r1the Service and Maintenance DIvIsions Overtime shall be equal-
ized as far as practicable within each classification. Ie. each classI-
fication shall t)e considered as A separate group
IV In Addition to the above procedure for equalization of overtime.
when the Authority needs to fill a position for an overtime call out,
all people In that classification at the particular location will be
called first If the Authority IS unable to fill the position from those
employees. that following procedure will be used
At Oakdale Construction and Maintenance
A
1
2
3
Filling SENIOR C3ENERAL position
General
"A" from large maintenance
General "A" from small maintenance
Utility Person normally assigned to lArge mAintenAnce crew cAlled by
seniority. if reasonably qualified
If none avculable from Oakdi1le. refer to Westhampton overtime list for
1
2
3
Senior GenerAl
General
"A" large mAintenance
GenerAl
"A" small maintenance
Filling GENERAL
"A" - LARGE MAINTENANCE Position
1
2
3
General
"A" small maintenance
General
"A" chlorinator
The qualified Utility Person normally assigned to a large maintenance
crew called by seniority
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C.
4. Qualified Utility Person from Utility Person pool by
seniority
If none available from Oakdale, refer to Westhampton overtime list for:
1.
2.
3.
General "A" large maintenance
General
"A" small maintenance
The qualified Utility Person normally assigned
to a large maintenance crew called by seniority.
Filling GENERAL
"A" - SMALL MAINTENANCE Position
1. General
"A" large maintenance
2. General "A" chlorinator
3. The qualified Utility Person normally assigned
to a small maintenance crew called by seniority
Qualified Utility Person from Utility Person pool by
seniority
4.
If none available from Oakdale, refer to Westhampton overtime list for:
D.
1.
2.
3.
General
"A" small maintenance
General
"A" large maintenance
The qualified Utility Person normally assigned to a
small maintenance crew by seniority
Filling GENERAL "A" SERVICE REPAIR CREW Position
1. Generals
"A" and "B" (Service Division) pooled
together and called by low overtime
Qualified Utility Person from Utility Person pool
Service Division) by seniority
Generals
"A" large maintenance and small maintenance pooled
together and called by low overtime
2.
3.
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1.
A.
B.
If none available from Oakdale, refer to Westhampton overtime list for'
Generals
"A" and "B" (Service Division) pooled
together and called by low overtime
2. Ouallfied Utility Person from Utility Person pool
(Service Division) by seniority
Generals
"A" large maintenance and small malnte
nance pooled together and called by low overtime
3.
AT WESTHAMPTON CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE
Filling SENIOR GENERAL Position
1
2
3
General
"A" large maintenance
General
"A" small maintenance
Utility Person normally assigned to large maintenance crew called
by seniority. If reasonably qualified
If none available from Westhampton. refer to Oakdale overtime list for
1
2
3
Senior General
General
"A" large maintenance
General
"A" small maintenance
Filling GENERAL
"A" - LARGE MAINTENANCE Position
1 General
"A" small maintenance
2 The qualified Utility Person normally assigned
to a large maintenance crew called by seniority
Ouallfled Utility Person from Utility Person pool by
senlonty
3
If none ,'!Vallable from Westhampton. refer to Oakdi1le overtime list for.
1
2
General
"A" large maintenance
General
"A" small maintenance
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3.
C.
The qualified Utility Person normally assigned
to a large maintenance crew called by seniority
Filling GENERAL
"A" - SMALL MAINTENANCE Position
1. General
"A" large maintenance
2. The qualified Utility Person normally assigned to a
small maintenance crew called by seniority
Qualified Utility Person from Utility Person pool by
seniority
3.
If none available from Westhampton, refer to Oakdale overtime list for:
1.
2.
3.
4.
General
"A" small maintenance
General "A" large maintenance
General
"A" chlorinator
The qualified Utility Person normally assigned to a small mainte-
nance crew called by seniority
D. Filling GENERAL
"A" - SERVICE REPAIR CREW Position
1. Generals "A" and
"B" (Service Division) pooled
together and called by low overtime
Qualified Utility Person from Utility Person pool
(Service Division) by seniority
Generals
"A" large maintenance and small maintenance
pooled together and called by low overtime
2.
3.
If none available from Westhampton, refer to Oakdale overtime list for:
1. Generals "A" and
"B" (Service Division) pooled
together and called by low overtime
Qualified Utility Person from Utility Person
pool (Service Division) by seniority
Generals
"A" large maintenance and small maintenance pooled
together and called by low overtime
2.
3.
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(SAT URDAY)
Rep(ws of rTl<1!rlor sr:rvlCc leaks tlldt OCCln prior to R O() (j m on S<1!lnday <1nd thilt
must h0 rep(lIrr:d Inmlrdlatrlv thus rr~qlJlllllq overtlrm: hr: qlVf:ll OIJt,will tw (iSslfjnr:(j to thp
dprrnrrlilt,. nfjlCP ttl<1t nrHITldlly Cov('rs PH' ilfr:a wtwrr: th,: Ir:dk oCLlJrrr:d
Rep;w work ttlat IS ~l()ld nVi'r, <1111j (HlY new 1r:<1ks ttlat (Jrr: reportr:rj between ROO
;l.m iHlcl 1000 <1mOil SatlJf(jdY cm !)(: mi1de by <1larqr: nld!rlteniHlCf~ crew from (HlY
nfjlc:e whosr: nOrrTl<11work wp"k IllCIIJ(jr:'; SiltlJfdi1Y
Sr:ctlon R If i1n ernplnyr:r: IS rr:qlJlred to remain i1t thp employee's home for emer.
CJency c:alls on workdays, thp employee stlall be paid i1t tlalf (1/2) tlmr: for th(: time ~,IJtW:ct
to c<1I1,whethpr c<1l1r:d or not On Sl Hldi1Ys or holidays, strallJht tlmr: sh<111be r<1ld
Section ~) If an emplnyce notifies the employee's SIJpervlsor be/(Jrf: qUlttlrlC) tlrTle all
the employep's prevlnus workday, unlpss such notice C<1nnot he CJlvendue to an emer
qeney or other C<1USCdccepti1hle to the Authority, thClt the employee IS unable to work over.
time the next day beci1use of personal re<1sons, the Authority will return the emrloyee to
the employr:e's normi11 station at the (>nd of the employee's reCJular work day unless the
Authority IS uni1lJle to do so because of <1conciltlon such i1San cmerqency or because ttl(;
Clbsencr: of thp r:rnployer: will prevent thp c:ompletlon of th(' inti
Section 10 Any employee wtlose regular work shift does not Include a Sunday, but
who IS reqlJlrerJ to work on a SunrJ,lY shall receive c:ornpcnsatlon ilt the rate of two (2)
times the requlilr rate for hours worked (this shall Cliso cover employr:es whose sctw(juled
second cJZ1yoH IS ;1 OilY other thiln SIHlcJilY)
Any c;rnplovec whose rcql JLH work shift doc;s not rr:ljl Jlrf; work on il hollddY, hI Jt
who riot's work (JIl (1 ~lolrrjiJy. stldll rf'CPlve cornpensatlorl ilt ttlf' rilte of two (2) limps tile
rpquli1r r,ltp for hOIJrs wnrkl'rf. in ,HJriltl()ll tn requl,lr tlolrrJdV PdY
2.!
Article XIII: Holidays
Section I. The following days shall be deemed to be paid holidays for all employees whose
jobs are listed in this Agreement:
New Year's Day
Lincoln's Birthday
Washington's Birthday
Good Friday
*Christmas Eve
Labor Day
Memorial Day
Columbus Day
Veteran's Day
Thanksgiving Day
Friday after Thanksgiving
Christmas Day
Martin Luther King's Day
Independence Day
*Last regular work day before Christmas Day
Section 2. If any of the above holidays fall on a Sunday, then the following
Monday shall for all purposes be deemed a holiday. If any of the above holidays fall on an
employee's regularly scheduled second day off, the employee shall have the option of
receiving an extra day's payor an extra day off with pay. If any of the above holidays fall
on a Saturday, all employees not regularly scheduled to work on Saturday will receive an
extra day's pay.
Section 3. Temporary employees shall not be entitled to be paid for holidays
until they have been employed for more than three (3) months and only for such holidays
as occur thereafter.
Article XIV: Vacations
Section 1(a). Vacations may be taken throughout the year in accordance with
Section 1(c) herein and consistent with past practice procedures and will be scheduled by
each department. The employee will be informed of the vacation entitlement in January.
Section I (b). All employees with at least six (6) months of service by December
31 of the current year, shall receive one (1) week vacation with pay. Employees having at
least one (1) year of service by December 31 of the current year shall receive two (2)
weeks vacation with pay. Employees with a total of five (5) years of service by December
25
31 of the cwrent yeiH will tle entltlr:cJto thrcr: (3) wer:ks VilGltlon with ray Employr:es with
a total of twelVE'(12) yecHs of service by December 31 of tt)(~ ClJrrent yeelr will be entitled
to four (4) weeks vacation with pely Employees with el totell of nineteen (19) yeelrs of ser-
vice by Decemher 31 of the current year will he entltleo to five (5) weeks vaCeltlon with pelY
Employees with a total of twenty-four (24) yeelrs of service by December 31 of the current
year will be cntltled to five (5) weeks plus one (1) oay VaCi1tlon wittl pelY Fmployees with
a total of twenty-five (25) yeelrs of Sf~rVlce by December 31 of the cwrent yeelr will be entl
tied to five (5) weeks plus two (2) oays VelC<1tlonwith pelY Emrloyef)s with a tot<11of twen-
tY-SIX (26) years of service by Decembcr 31 of the current yeelr will be entltleo to five (5)
weeks plus three delYsvacation with pay Employees with a total of twenty-seven (27) ye<1rs
of service by DecemtJcr 31 of the current year will be f~ntltled to five (5) weeks rlus four
(4) days vacation with pay E rTlployees with a total of twentyel~lht (~)R) yeiHs of service by
December 31 of the cum~nt year will he entitled to SIX (6) weeks vaC<1tlonwith ray
Section 1(r) V<1ri1tlon sl~Jn up sheets will hr: prnvlcJecJ Octoher 1 i1ncJ rTlllSt be
rompleted clrld returned hy November 31 for the following yeelrs VClCeltron After a review
by Author/ty offlCI<1ls,if Cl conflict eXists between the employees for the samc vaC<1tlonpCr/-
ad, senlor/ty will prevail provided that all of the affectcd employees bro for vacation within
the establlsheo time The Authority will huy back accumulated vacation time In cxcess of
three weeks In Decemher of each year for <1nyemployee who so elects
In lieu of the fOIJrth,flf1helnd up to SIX weeks, the AIJthor/tymay elect to require
the employee to work part or all of the sctH:duled d,lYS cH)d hows of the fourth, fifth or IJr
to SIX (6) weeks of vacation <1nd p;-iy the employee tWice thf: employe(:'s reCjul;1r r;1te of
compenseltlon for slJch time actu;1lly worked
Section 2 We!'kly VilCeltlCHlrelY shall be ilt the r;1te of forty (40) times the requ-
IcHhourly welge for qenerdl workers i'lnd thlrty-sevr>rl :lrld one hillf (37 t /;J) tlmf~Sthe req
ulilr hourly WilCJr>for offler>workers
Section l VClciltlrms will be rJranted on thp h;1SIS of depilrtmmltC11 seniority, at
the time desired hy the employee, except thilt the orderly operiltlofl of the Authority sh;111
be securecJ Eilch depClrtmerlt Shilll est;1tJllstl ItS own sep;1rCltf' vaciltlofl schedule
Section 4 Thp Varf1tlon P(~rlOO of iHl employee s~li111he f:xtendeo by one (1) dilY
for each holldilY which fillis within the period of the r>mrloyer>s VClciltlon
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Section 5. Vacation schedules for the time already earned shall be established
not later than May 1 of each year except when changed by mutual agreement. An employ-
ee leaving the employment of the Authority before May 1 shall not be entitled to vacation
pay; an employee leaving the employment of the Authority after May 1, but before the
employee's vacation is scheduled to begin, shall be entitled to vacation pay.
Section 6. In the event an employee is absent in excess of three (3) consecu-
tive months during the calendar year on a disability, the employee's vacation entitlement
shall be adjusted by a pro-rated deduction based upon the length of absence in excess of
three (3) consecutive months.
Article XV: Illness and Accident
Section I. By illness is meant physical inability to work for a cause not covered
under the Workman's Compensation Act, whether due to sickness, accident, or otherwise.
By accident is meant physical inability to work for a cause covered by the Workmen's
Compensation Act.
Section 2. All employees excepting temporary employees will be given leave for
illness of one (1) day with pay for each month's service accumulated as a permanent
employee and this shall be cumulative. Employees who have completed five (5) years or
more of service with the Authority at the time of a serious illness of their own, and who dur-
ing such illness may exhaust their cumulative sick-leave time, may apply to the Authority
for an extension of sick-leave time with pay, and the Authority agrees that it will give con-
sideration to such requests, but will decide each case on its own merits. Basis of pay shall
be the same as in the case of vacations. The Authority and/or the Union shall have the
right in all cases where sick leave is claimed or granted to make an investigation, includ-
ing physical examination by a competent physician, as is deemed necessary.
All employees are expected to call their supervisors, within a reasonable time prior to their
scheduled starting time, when not reporting for work because of illness; all shift employ-
ees should call within a reasonable time prior to the shift time. Failure to notify the Authority
within a reasonable time prior to starting time shall result in loss of sick pay, unless such
failure is due to an emergency or other cause acceptable to the Authority. However, the
Authority shall not act in an arbitrary or capricious manner in exercising its determination
as to the acceptability of the cause offered.
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The Authority sh~1I have the right to require an employee to furnish, before payment, sat-
Isfactory eVidence (Including a doctor's certificate, If reqlJlred hy the Authority) th~t the
employee's Illness or aCCident ISbon~ fide and that the employee IS unable to work Should
the Illness be protracted, the Authority shall have the further right to m~ke such addltlon-
allflvestlgatlon, including physical examination by a competent physician. as It deems nec-
essary before making payment: provided, however. that any Investigation provided for
herein shall be made with reasonable dispatch in the event Investigation discloses sick
leave to h,we been unnecessary. the obligation of the Authority to pay compensation sh~1I
terminate and ~ny amounts theretofore p~id to which the employee w~s not entitled, as
hereinabove provided, sh~11be returned by the employee to the Authority
Section 3 in case of a lob-related accident the Authority shall pay to the
employee eighty-five (F!sn n) percent of the diHerence between the employee's compensil-
tlon benefits ilnd the employee's regular salary The foregoing eighty five (F!SOo)shall
change to one hundred (10000) percent within three (3) years of retirement eligibility In the
case of a disability retirement, yearly supplement~1 p~yments will be made to the employ-
ee In an ilmount so that the amount of pension benefit the employee receives and the
amount of supplemental payment shall equ~1 the amount of pension benefit the employ-
ee would have received had he received one hundred (10000) percent of his s~lary for
three (3) years prior to retirement In the caSe of temporary em[)loyees such employees
shall receive eighty-five (8500) [)ercent of their full salary for the five (5) working days of
absence, which payment IS subject to reimbursement to the Authority by ItS carrier Where
possible, such employee shall be required to return to work on a limited hasls
Not withstanding the above, employees who ,He out on Workers Compensation
~nd are approved for Social Security Disability Benefits after February 24,199F!. will have
their Water Authority su[)plemental payment reduced. so that In total they receive a maxI-
mum of 10000 of s~lary except that the reduction will not ap[)ly within ttm~e (3) years of
an employee's eligibility for reguli'lr retirement, Ie age 55
Section 4. An employee absent because of Illness or accl(jent shall be entitled
to resume the employee's regul,H duties upon recovery at the (~rnployee's former sti'ltus,
with all rights and privileges and without loss of seniority. provided the employee returns
to work within a reasonable period of time Where, consistent with efficient operations such
employee shall be permitted to retllrn to work on i'I limited basIs
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Section 5. When there is a death of an employee's father, mother, brothers, sis-
ters, father-in-law, mother-in-law, or any other relative who resides in the employee's
immediate household, the employee shall be given sufficient time off with pay between the
occurrence of the death and the burial, such time off not to exceed four (4) calendar days
and shall include the regular days for which the employee is not scheduled to work.
When death of a relative occurs outside the immediate family of the employee,
then the employee shall be given time off, without deduction in pay, to attend the funeral,
but such time off shall not exceed one (1) day (including a day that the employee is sched-
uled to work). Relatives referred to in this paragraph are defined as grandmother, grand-
father, grandchild, aunt, or uncle who do not reside in the household of the employee.
When there is a death of an employee's spouse or child, or if an employee is
single, then in the case of such employee's parent's death, the employee shall be given
time off with pay not to exceed four (4) work days.
Section 6. It is agreed between the parties hereto that the Authority shall con-
tinue its sickness and disability insurance plan in accordance with the minimum require-
ments of the New York State law requiring such sickness and disability insurance. The
Authority will pay the employee's present cost for coverage under the New York State
Disability Insurance Law.
The existence of the sickness and disability insurance plan will not affect the
operation of Section 2 of this Article, except that such benefits as are received by the
employees under the sickness and disability plan shall be deductible from the amount of
sick-leave benefit payments required to be made by the Authority under the provision of
this Article. It is the intention of the parties that the Authority will be required to pay only
the difference between the amount of sick-leave benefit payments under this Article and
the amount of insurance benefit payments which the employee is entitled to receive under
the sickness and disability insurance plan established pursuant to this section.
It is further agreed that the provisions of this Agreement providing for sick leave with full
pay will operate on a dollar-for-dollar basis as to all current sick leave for the current year.
The difference paid between the sickness and disability insurance plan and the basic daily
salary shall be charged against accumulated sick leave. The initial charges against
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accumulated sick leave shall be first applied against current accumulated sick leave (sick
leave earned during the immediate twelve-month (12) penod pnor to the current sickness,
less sick leave taken dunng this penod). Thereafter, charges will be applied against any
remaining unused sick leave accumulated pnor to the current twelve-month (12) penod
Section 7 All employees excepting temporary employees will be given leave for
personal purposes of not more than three (3) days each year (non-cumulative) with pay,
provided, however, that no leave for personal purposes shall be available to employees
who have continuous permanent employment of less than one (1) year Personal days
cannot be added to vacation time Personal days cannot be taken either the work day
before or the work day following a holiday. Personal days not used by the end of the cAl-
endar year will be transferred to the employee's acclJmulated slc:k leave
Personal leave shall be granted only when the employee notifies his supervIsor
before qUitting time on his prevIous work day unless such notice cannot be given due to
an emergency or other cause acceptable to the Authority However, the Authonty shall not
act In an arbitrary or ceJpnclOIJSmeJnner In exercIsing ItS determination eJSto the C1(X;ept-
ability of the cause offered
An illness of an employees spouse or children that results In the absence of the
employee pay be charged against the employee's sick leave, but such absence shall not
exceed twelve (12) days dunng any calendar year The Authonty shall have the right to
require an employee to furnish, before payment, satisfactory eVidence (including a doctor's
certificate, if required by the Authonty) that the illness or accident of his spouse or children
IS bona fide
Section 8 Employees eligible for benefits under the New York State Disability
Insurance Law shall receive their full salary from the Authonty. exc:ept as may be other-
wise limited herein. the Authonty to he reimbursed by ItS carner
Employees Injured while at work for the Authonty haVf~an aHlrmatlve obligation
to seek medical attention within three (3) calendar days of the dClte of the injury Medical
documentation must be provided to the Authonty within SIX (h) calendar days after the
Injury Workers Compensation payments may be withheld if said documentation IS not pro-
vided
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When documentation is provided the employee shall receive his payments
retroactively. Failure to seek timely medical attention as set forth above may result in the
Authority ordering an employee to an Authority designated physician to document said
injury. Injured employees have a continuing obligation to provide the Authority with updat-
ed medical information while out of work on a job related injury. Any employee who fails to
attend a medical examination and/or a Workers' Compensation hearing, without good
cause, will have his/her supplemental benefits suspended. The supplemental benefit will
resume after the employee has attended the necessary medical examination and/or
Workers Compensation hearing.
The Authority will adopt a priority medical referral system for immediate con-
sultation on particular claims.
The Authority will require updated medical reports every four (4) weeks from
any employee receiving the Workers Compensation benefit or on light duty.
The Authority will not permit portions of a day to be charged as excused time
for medical treatment except if the medical treatment is scheduled during the last two
hours of a normal workday and the medical treatment is not available at any other time. In
addition, the Authority, upon application to the Human Resources Department, may per-
mit employees to charge portions of a day for medical treatment. Requests shall not be
unreasonably denied.
Section 9. The Authority will pay the cost of the New York State Employee's
Health Insurance Program as determined by Article II of the New York State Civil Service
Law for those employees who retire with a minimum of five (5) years of continuous service
with the Authority and a total of ten (10) years within the Program and who are working for
the Authority at time of retirement and will also pay sixty (60%) percent of such em-
ployee's accumulated unused sick leave at the time of retirement. The Authority will also
pay employees with ten (10) or more years of continuous service with the Authority and at
time of termination sixty (60%) percent of the value of the employee's accumulated sick
leave.
Section 10. When a conflict arises between the Authority and an employee
based upon a medical report of a duly licensed physician as to whether an employee may
return to work on a light-duty basis, the Authority shall notify the Union as to its belief that
an employee may return to work on light duty, and the status quo shall prevail pending the
following procedures: 31
1 The Authority will notify the employee and Union, by certified mall,
of the eXistence of the conflict.
2. The services of the St. Charles Hospital (St Charles), designated
by the parties as an independent medical facility shall be utilized to
resolve the above dispute. The above facIlity shall serve as the
independent medical facility for the term of the Collective
Bargaining Agreement. Either party shall have the option of
proposing a different facility which would replace St Charles If the
parties mutually agree
3. The employee will execute a General Medical Release authorizing
the release and transmittal of any and all medical reports by his
personal physIcian and by a physician selected by the Authority to
St. Charles Sf Charles shall be provided by the Authority, Union
and employee with all available, (but only medical reports and rloc-
umentation) and shall be advised by the Authority. In writing, as to
the speCific light-duty task available for such employee, with a copy
of said letter forwarded to the Union All medical reports and docu-
mentation sent to St Charles shall be exchanged between the
Authority and Union
4 The employee must undergo a physical examination relating to his
InJUrieS, including diagnostic testing as determined by St Charles
(except for Invasive or other dangerous procedures which may be
undertaken only with the consent of the employee), as scheduled
by the Authority Any request by an employee for a rescheduling of
an examination shall be done only with the consent of the Authority,
which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld The willful fClllure
of an employee to undergo such examination shall result In the ter-
mination of wages and an employee will be required to utilize
unused sick-leave time until such time IS exhausted
5 Sf Charles shall examine the employee, Issue an appropriate med-
ical report and make a determination ClSto whether the employee
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is able to return to work on light duty and, if so, for what periods of
time. Such reports shall be forwarded to the Union and the
Authority simultaneously.
6. The expenses of St. Charles shall be shared equally by the parties.
7. If St. Charles determines that an employee can return to work, the
employee shall be required to return to work, with duties consistent
with the determination, within three (3) days of receipt of written
notice, such notice to be sent by certified mail, return receipt
requested, with a copy of such written notice to be simultaneously
forwarded to the Union. After such time, the employee shall not be
entitled to further compensation until said employee returns to
work.
8. An employee who returns to light-duty work shall be placed on
light duty under the following provisions:
(a) The employee shall receive full salary, wages, and benefits
while working on light duty, regardless of whether the employee
works a full day and/or full week.
(b) Light-duty assignments shall be consiste-nt with St. Charles'
report.
(c) If no light-duty work is available at an employee's normal
work location, the Authority may reassign the employee to light-duty
work elsewhere. Before making such a reassignment, the Authority
shall discuss the proposed reassignment with the Union. Such
reassignment shall not work to the detriment of any employee
regularly assigned to that work location with respect to overtime
and upgrading.
(d) Should a reassignment for light-duty purposes involve additional
travel time and/or mileage, an employee shall be compensated for
the difference in accordance with Article XVIII, Section 2.
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(e) When an employee is able to resume full-duty status, the
employee shall be returned to the employee's normal work duties
and locations as existed prior to sustaining the Inlury
9 If Sf. Charles recommends a return to work on light duty, the
employee returns to work on light duty but thereafter IS re-InJureej or
has his or her Injury aggravated In the process of working, the
employee may be required to return to St Chrlrles for reevaluation
of status and condition
Section 11 If an employee is absent from work In excess of five (5) consecu-
tive months due to a lob-related injury which is covered under the Workmen's
Compensation Act such employee will be required to apply for SOCIal Security disability
benefits The determination made by the Social Security AdmlnlstrCltlon at any level, and
any reports or documents forming the basis of such determlnCltlon, may not be used
against the employee in any manner by the Authority, except as described In Section :1
herein
Section 12 In the event an employee Initiates any action or proceeding agCllnst
a third party on the basis of an Injury for a cause covered by the Workmen's Compensation
Act, the Authority shall have a lien against and is entitled to be reimbursed for any monies
which have been paid to the employee as the difference between the employee's com-
pensation benefits and the employee's regular salary from thClt portion of a judgement
which reflects loss of earnings of wages.
Section 13 An employee must submit the applicable medical forms to the
Authority within seventy-two (72) hours of a visit to the employee's doctor In order to be
entitled to any montes: If such forms are submitted IClte,monlcs due will be prlid retroClc-
tively.
Section 14 For lob related injuries or illnesses Incurred after February 24, 1998,
employees out of work as the result of such Injury or illness for SIX(6) consecutive months,
shall cease to accrue sick, vClcation and personal leave time until they return to work, such
time to be prorClted on Clt'vvelve-month basIs
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Article XVI: Benefits
Section I. The Authority will improve its group life insurance plan. Such plan will
provide group life insurance plan which provides a death benefit equal to 1.5 times the
employee's base annual salary, minimum of $50,000 to maximum death benefit of
$150,000. For employees hired after January 1,1993, upon termination of employment
(retirement, resignation, discharge) the benefit will end. Employees hired prior to January
1,1993 shall have a one-time option to maintain their current $50,000 death benefit plan
or to elect the aforementioned plan.
When an employee is on temporary leave of absence, in accordance with the
provisions of Article VI, Section I, of this Agreement, the Authority will pay the premium for
a period not to exceed six (6) months.
Section 2. The Authority will pay the entire cost of the Empire Plan of the New
York State Employees' Health Insurance Program specified in Section 163 of the Civil
Service law, as amended, for participants in the State Program.
Section 3. The Authority will continue to contribute the full premium for individ-
ual and family coverages for the Dental Program. Effective March 1, 2001, the provider will
be HealthPlex and the Schedule of Allowance shall be increased 20% over the current
schedule of allowance for both in network and out of network dentists. The Authority may
change the provider so long as dental benefits are equal or better, with the approval of the
Union, which approval shall not be unreasonably held.
Section 4. The Authority will grant two (2) coffee breaks of ten (10) minutes'
duration each, one in the morning and one in the afternoon.
Section 5. The Authority will furnish in style, quality, and color, which it selects,
suitable work clothing to all employees listed in Appendix A, excepting, however, office
employees other than machine operators who shall be furnished up to ten (10) units of
clothing (but no outdoor clothing) during any contract year. The Labor-Management
Committee shall be given input as to style, quality, and colors prior to the selection made
by, the Authority of the work clothing.
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The maximum amount of such clothing referred to above that the Authority shall
be required to furnish to each employee during any contract year shall not exceed twenty
(20) units. as selected by the employee. Units of clothing are as follows:
Item
Trousers
Unit
1
2
4'
.1 1/2
Summer Jacket
Winter Jacket.
Shirt-Winter.
Shirts. short sleeve - sport
(for specified personnel only)
Tee Shirt
Overalls
Coveralls
Coveralls, insulated
Cap
Insulated vest
Insulated hooded sweatshirt
1
1/2
1
1 1/2
3
1/2
1 1/2
2
Each employee shall be entitled to two (2) Jackets the first year and one (1)
,
'thereafter.
In exchange for worn Jacket.
The Authority will have placed on such clothing its Initials. letters. or other suit-
able means of Identification
The Authority shall contribute an amount not to exceed fif1y-flve ($55) dollars
effective January 30, 2001, towards the cost of the first pair of work shoes purchased by
an employee engaged in physical work. provided such shoes include a built-in steel
safety toe plate Payment of the contribution will be made to each employee upon the
presentation of a receipt for the purchase of such pair of safety shoes. In consideration of
this Agreement employees engaged in physical work shall wear only shoes that include
the built-in safety toe plate and shall. at their expense. defray the cost of work shoes they
require during each year of the contract, with the exception of the fif1y-five ($55) dollars
allowance by the Authority as stated above The Authority will provide, at its expense. not
in excess of two (2) pairs of work shoes per year [not to exceed fif1y-five dollars ($55) per
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pair] following said allowance below for the following employees:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
Field Operators
Relief Operator and Utility Person
General Utility Person
"A" (Chlorination crew, C-M Department
Utility Person (Chlorination crew), C-M Department
Pump Station mechanics
Electricians
Said allowance shall increase to sixty ($60) dollars effective July 24, 2001; sev-
enty ($70) dollars effective July 23, 2002; and eighty ($80) dollars effective July 22, 2003.
The Authority, at its expense, will furnish to employees required to do physical work, with
the exceptions noted hereinafter, work gloves during any contract year. Such gloves shall
be canvas-backed with leather palms of reasonably good quality. The gloves shall be in
addition to the clothing-unit limitation above stated. One pair of gloves will be issued at a
time and as they are worn out and turned in to the Authority, an additional pair of gloves
will be issued. Such work gloves will not be issued to the following employees:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Customer Service Representatives
Field Operators
Operators
Senior Meter Readers and Meter Readers
The Authority will continue its present practice of providing special gloves to the
Senior Electrician, Electrician, Assistant Electrician, Field Operators, Relief Operators,
and Operators.
The Authority will provide cotton gloves for Senior Meter Readers, Meter
Readers, and Senior General Utility Persons.
Clothing furnished to employees will be replaced by the Authority as provided
hereinabove, when worn out or damaged beyond repair, provided that clothing no longer
usable is returned to the Authority. This provision shall be strictly enforced with respect to
the replacement of all clothing issued after the date of this Agreement.
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Each employee who receives such work clothing from the Authority will be
responsible for It and will maintain and keep the clothing clean and in good condition at
the employee's own expense. All work clothing furnished shall remain the property of the
Authority and shall be promptly returned in the event the Individual to whom it is issued IS
no longer employed
The Union agrees that each employee to whom work clothing is furnished will
wear the uniform provided dUring all regular working hours, except when the type of work
assigned would make such clothing unsuitable and except also on occasions when a
proper excuse is submlrted The Union agrees that employees will not wear such work
clothing for personal use or business
The Authority will be Issuing complete sets of Individual safety equipment,
together with carrYing case, and a locker with lock Locker IS to be used for storage
Employees will be responsible for the maintenance and safe guarding of such safety gear
while in their possession Such gear will only be replaced for reason of normal wear at
Authority expense, or due to damage or loss caused by circumstances beyond the
employee's control Employees will report to their normal work stations with appropriate
individual safety equipment at the regular starting time of each day.
Section 6. The Authority will assume the tUition costs for courses for
Electricians, as required by the Authority These courses shall be tAken outside working
hours unless unavailable at such time
Section 7 The Authority will pay the full premium of the Optical Plan The
Authority may change the provider so long as optical benefits are equal or berter, with the
approval of the Union, which shall not be unreasonably withheld Effective March 1, 2001
the plan will provide annual eye examinations for dependents as defined by the plan
Section 8. Effective July 24, 2001, the Authority agrees to contribute eighty dol-
lars ($80) per member to a Union administered prepaid legal plan Effective July 23, 2002,
said payment shall be increased to ninety dollars ($90) per member. Effective July 22,
2003, said payment shall be Increased to one hundred dollars ($100) The Authority's con-
tribution shall be based upon the total number of bargaining unit members as of July 11th
of each year Payments shall be paid to the Union's designated provider on pre-paid
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quarterly basis. The provider shall furnish a quarterly experience report to the Authority's
counsel and shall further agree to cooper~te with the Authority on any matter pertaining
to legal service benefits. Said fund in support of the legal services plan may not be used
to support or finance any grievance, action or lawsuit against the Authority.
Section 9. The Authority agrees to provide the option to all employees upon
retirement, to receive full Dental and Optical benefits for themselves and their families
provided the employee agrees to pay fifty percent (50%) of the current premium for said
benefits.
Section 10. Effective July 13, 1993, the Authority shall offer to its employees a
voluntary program of Health Benefits Buy-back. The Authority will pay each employee and
retiree who is willing to participate in the program, a total annual amount of Two Thousand
Dollars ($2,000) payable as follows:
One twelfth (1/12) of the annual buy-back amount for each complete month of
non-coverage within the calendar year. Payment will be made on a semi-annual basis in
late June and late December of each year.
Under this program, an employee can reinstate his health insurance coverage
with the Authority on the first of the third month following the date of the employee's enroll-
ment form. The employee's monthly benefit for health insurance buy-back will terminate in
the month of reinstatement to the Health Insurance Program.
Article XVII: Employees in the U.S. Service
Section 1. Employees who are ordered or drafted into, or who enlist in, the mil-
itary, navy, or related services of the United States or State of New York, whose service
therein shall be for longer than three (3) months, shall at the expiration of the three (3)
months be paid two (2) weeks wages if employed from six (6) months to one (1) year, or
four (4) weeks wages if employed for over one (1) year.
Section 2. An employee who is ordered or transferred to other occupations by
the Federal or State government to aid in war effort shall be deemed to be in United States
Service, but shall not be entitled to the severance pay provided in Section 1 above if the
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employee's occupation pay IS equal to or greater than the employee's compensation from
the Authority
Section 3 Any employee who dUring the term of this Agreement leaves the
employ of the Authority to enter the Armed Forces of the United States shall on separa-
tion from service be entitled to re-employment, in accordance with and subject to the pro-
visions of the Universal Military Training and Service Act and any amendment thereof
Section 4 Any employee called Into service as defmed under Section 2 shall be
given a leave of absence At the end of such service the employee shall be reinstated as
the employee's former status, with all rights and privileges and without loss of or break in
seniority. provided that, however, the employee has been honorably discharged. is quali-
fied to perform the duties of the employee's position, and makes application for re-
employment withm sixty (60) days from the employee's date of discharge, If possible
Section 5 Employees hired to replace those entering service as defined In
Sections 1 and 3 are to be employed on a temporary basis with the explicit understanding
that. if they prove satisfactory, their Jobs will last only until the employees whose duties they
have assumed return to work
Article XVIII Working Conditions
Section I.The Authority and the Union agree to cooperate In eHectlng and main-
taining safety rules and practices, and the Authority shall provide devices and equipment
that will eliminate hazard and insure safe working conditions at all times
Section 2 The Authority shall continue ItS practice of calling upon Individual
employees to perform temporary work of various kinds In order to best serve the public,
provided, however, Union consent shall be necessary except In case of serious emer-
gency Union consent shall not be unreasonably withheld
If an employee IS temporarily transferred by the management for one (1) day or
more to a Job paYing a higher wage rate and assumes the full duties of the higher Job clas-
sification, the employee shall receive such higher rate while so employed If an employee
is transferred to another Job at the employee's own request, the employee shall receive the
regular wage paid for the Job classification
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When an employee is transferred temporarily to a job which requires more trav-
el time and mileage than required on the employee's normal job, the employee shall be
compensated for the difference in such travel time and mileage.
If an employee is temporarily assigned by management on an emergency call-
out to perform the work of an employee with a higher wage classification, the employee
will be paid the higher rate of pay while performing such work.
The Relief Operator employed in the P-C Department shall be upgraded when-
ever the employee substitutes for Operators having a higher wage rate.
Where a Draftsperson is temporarily assigned to perform pipe-inspection work,
the employee shall receive fifteen cents ($.15) per hour for such hours worked in excess
of the employee's straight-time hourly rate as a Draftsperson.
Section 3. When an employee is called for jury duty, the employee shall imme-
diately notify hislher supervisor or department manager. In the event the employee cannot
be excused, the Authority shall pay the difference between the employee's jury duty ser-
vice fee and the employee's regular wage rate.
Section 4. It is agreed that, due to the nature of the business, employees will be
called out for work on order of the Authority in the event of any emergency, and in such
cases employees will be compensated for the time worked at the overtime rate of one and
one-half (1 1/2) times the regular hour1y rate for time worked, but in no event for less than
two (2) hours at one and one-half (1 1/2) times the regular hour1y rate. However, in the
case of two (2) or more call-outs within the same two (2) hour period, the employee shall
not be entitled to more than one (1) minimum of two (2) hours and will be paid for the time
actually worked on additional call-outs at one and one-half (1 1/2) times the regular hour1y
rate. Employees who are called out between the hours of 11 :00 p.m. and 5:00 a.m. for
emergency work will be paid in accordance with this provision for not less than four (4)
hours. However, in the case of two (2) or more call-outs within the same four (4) hour peri-
od, the employee shall not be entitled to more than one (1) minimum of four (4) hours, and
will be paid for the time actually worked on the additional call-outs at one and one-half
(1 1/2) times the regular hour1y rate. In the case of any emergency call-out, the employee
may be required to perform duties other than the duties for which the employee was called
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out following the completion of the duties for which the employee was called out, It being
understood that such other duties shall not extend beyond the work normally performed
by such employee during the employee's regular work day
An employee who works four (4) or more hours will be allowed to report to work
late by the number of hours worked between midnight and 400 a,m or will be excused
early from work by the number of hours worked between 400 am. and 800 am., unless
the employee reports to work after 6:00 a.m in which case the employee shall not be
excused early from work. If such an employee commences work prior to 400 am. and
continues beyond 4:00 a.m., and works four (4) or more hours, the employee will either be
allowed to report to work late by the total number of hours worked or be excused early
from work by the total number of hours worked, depending on whether the greater num-
ber of hours worked occurred prior to or after 400 a.m. If at the time such work terminates
there are two (2) or fewer hours prior to the employee's normal starting time, then the
employee shall continue to work such period at the employee's straight-time hourly rate
and thereafter be excused from work for the balance of such day without loss of normal
pay.
An employee called out for work as provided above, upon completion of such
work, shall contact the employee's supervisor or the operation center to find out whether
any other emergency work need be performed, and If there be no such work. the
employee shall return home
Employees who usually handle such emergency work or employees who are
designated to receive emergency calls during any particular period will not be required to
remain at home, but will make reasonable arrangements so that they can be reached by
telephone if needed. In the event such employees expect to leave the community In which
they are employed or otherwise be unavailable for emergency work, they shall (JIve to the
management reasonable notice of their absence. Such reasonable notice shall be con-
strued to mean that the employee will give the employee's supervisor the earliest possible
notice of the employee's intended absence with a minimum of two (2) hours. excepting that
in case of personal emergency requiring the employee's Immediate absence a shorter
period will be acceptable Such availability for work within the limits given above shall not
be construed as working time
Employees will be called for emergency work or other overtime work In such
rotation as to equalize overtime hours among the employees In the department, it being
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understood that if the first employee called is not available, the Authority will call other
employees in the department, and, if necessary, from other departments.
It is further agreed that the calling of employee by rotation for emergency work
will be subject to the qualifications of the particular employee involved to handle the emer-
gency. It is not the intent of the Authority to use Field Operators so as to eliminate calls to
employees who normally perform such work, except that Field Operators and Relief
Operator-Utility Persons, who are normally assigned to work other hours than Monday
through Friday between 8:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., when called upon during these other
hours may be required to inspect water main breaks that are reported and check emer-
gency problems outside of buildings. These persons will take immediate action by report-
ing the conditions they observe, putting up barricades and lights to protect the safety of
the public and Authority interests.
A weekly list shall be maintained by the Authority which shall contain the names
of employees who are available that week for emergency or other overtime work.
Section 5. Work that is ordinarily and customarily performed by the Authority's
employees will not be let out on contract so as to cause a lay-oft or reduction in the rate
of pay by reason thereof. However, general main-extension work, the use of excavating
and back-filling machinery on multiple service installation, the installation of new wells
(including the pumping and control equipment thereof), the installation of hydrants on
existing mains or in connection with the installations of new mains are not and shall not be
deemed to be in the category of work ordinarily and customarily performed by the
Authority's employees; provided, however, that in the event work ordinarily and customar-
ily performed by maintenance crews so decreases as to cause lay-ofts, the Authority will
assign hydrant-installation work to said crews wherever such work is not otherwise com-
mitted. The installation of telemetering and chemical equipment shall be deemed work
ordinarily and customarily performed by the Authority's employees.
The transporting of materials either to or from Authority properties or from
Authority properties to job locations shall not be performed by non bargaining-unit employ-
ees except in the case of those materials not normally handled by bargaining-unit
employees or in the case of extreme emergencies, or in cases where a tool, or a filling
under two-inches, is required for the completion of the work in progress, and the round-
trip travel time from the job site to the Authority property would exceed forty-five (45)
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minutes. and such transporting of materials is consistent with what has been done in the
past; Ie. a tool has been left behind or is not on the vehicle
Where a service has been previously staked out by a plumber or an employee
in the bargaining unit, the contractor will be permitted to start digging before a bargainlng-
unit employee arrives on the Job If a service has not been staked out, the Authority will not
permit a supervisor to give any measurements to an outside contractor, nor will the con-
tractor be permitted to start digging until the service has been staked out or located by the
bargaining-unit employee.
The following conditions shall prevail with reference to the operation of the
digging machine(s)
(a) The Authority shall have the unilateral right to designate when and
where the machine shall be used and to which crew it shall be
assigned. provided that such machine shall not be used on multiple
services where a machine belonging to an outside contractor is
working In the Immediate area for the Authority
(b) The operator of the machine shall be selected from the employees
who bid for the Job. provided the employee is qualified In the opinion
of the Authority to be trained to operate the machine. and manage-
ment shall be the sole Judge of the employee's qualifications for this
position The operator shall pertorm minor maintenance work on the
digging machine.
(c) A back-up Equipment Operator shall be entitled to the rate of the
operator of the digging machine when he substitutes for the
Equipment Operator and takes the machine out on a Job
(d) When not operating the digging machine the Equipment Operator
shall perform work assigned to him by the Foreperson or by any
person In charge of the work
Section 6 New employees are to be hired as Utility Persons, not as Laborers,
at the progression rate as listed in Schedule I. Note (g)
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Section 7. Effective January 30, 2001, the Authority will grant a meal allowance
of $8.00 to an employee required to continue on the job beyond the employee's normal
quitting time for a period of two (2) hours or more without being allowed sufficient time
away from the job to secure the employee's meals, and will make similar allowance at the
end of each four (4) hour period thereafter.
Effective July 24, 2001, the Authority will grant a meal allowance of $8.50 to an
employee required to continue on the job beyond the employee's normal quitting time for
a period of two (2) hours or more without being allowed sufficient time away from the job
to secure the employee's meals, and will make similar allowance at the end of each four
(4) hour period thereafter.
Effective July 23, 2002, the Authority will grant a meal allowance of $9.00 to an
employee required to continue on the job beyond the employee's normal quitting time for
a period of two (2) hours or more without being allowed sufficient time away from the job
to secure the employee's meals, and will make similar allowance at the end of each four
(4) hour period thereafter.
Effective July 22, 2003 the Authority will grant a meal allowance of $9.50 to an
employee required to continue on the job beyond the employee's normal quitting time for
a period of two (2) hours or more without being allowed sufficient time away from the job
to secure the employee's meals, and will make similar allowance at the end of each four
(4) hour period thereafter.
An employee who is called in for emergency work on the employee's day off
and works four (4) or more hours shall receive an allowance for the employee's meal as
described above, provided the time worked includes the period between noon and 1:00
pm; and a similar meal allowance if the time worked includes the period between 5:30 and
6:30 pm; and a similar allowance every four (4) hours thereafter until quitting time. The
Authority will also grant a meal allowance, as described above, to an employee who is
required to report to work at or prior to 5:00 am, provided the time worked includes the
period between 7:00 am and 8:00 am.
An employee who is called in or reports for overtime work on a normal day, or
who is called in or reports for overtime work on a day off and after 6:30 pm, shall receive
the above meal allowance provided the employee works four (4) or more hours.
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Section 8 The work responsibilities of sC1ld employeps In ilrJdltlon to their nor-
mal Job ass1qnments shilll IncllJcje the use of eqlJlprTwnt ti) pf'rtorm the followlnq work
A
B
C
D
Cut pipe to repim unlverSill plpf' IOll,t If'dk, iHl0
CIJt l)(,drJ off iI fire hydrimt hriHldl. iHld
Cut (j('iH j rnprl, Cind
C;erl(;ri11 cuttlflq of plp(, In Oi1krJi1lp Yend
When ttlP pqtJlprnent is lltillzed to pprlnrrn the ilrlOV!' ref('rer)u~rj L'lsk iI HmrJ
person shall hp i1SSlqrl(~CJ to the tn Ick
The Work,nej Forcpprson lob has hepn ellmlni1tf)d from the bi1rqalrllnq IJnlt dnd
Senior Gpneri11 Utility Person title tlilS been SIJtlstituted wlHl two (2) YPiU proqresslon, SIX-
month stpps per Schedulp I, Notf~ (q)
The Spnlor Gennrill Utility Per~.;on shall he responsible: for the (J,rectlon of the
large crew(s) to which tic or stw IS c!ssigned, shall perlorm physical work as needed anrJ
shall complete appropnate pi1pe:rwork as requlrpd The Authonty agrees to maintain a
minimum of three large: malntenClnce crews (4-man): to provide tralnlnq for the Senior
General to complete the necessary ;)ilperwork and to prowjp addition ill compensation of
$25 per hour for the Senlnr Gpnpral
Section ~ Letters, mermJrancJums or documents which drp critical of the
employees' work habits, ilt1ltlJ(jes or otherwise detnmentill to the employee shall not be
placed In the personnel filf: of the employee without the employee's prior notice that such
action IS being taken In ilddltlon, a copy of slJch letter, memorandllm or document shall
be given to the employee at the time: the original IS plilced In the emrloyee's personnel file
with a copy to the Union In addition, an employee stlilll hiM' Hie rlqht to sutmllt a rebuttal
letter for placement In the emplnyef'c; personnel file with i1 copy to the Union
Section 10 EffectlV() July 11, 19H9, the AutrlOrity shall creilte three new
customer reliltlons positions to work at the PC1tctlOgue, BilY Shore and Babylon oHlces The
Initial selection of CIJstompr relations personnel Shilll be from the most senior, General
Utility
"A" rerson ilt ei1ch of the Patchogue, Bay Shure ilnrl Babylon oHlces All future
vacancies In the Customer r1eliltlons Position shi111be put up for bid ano awarded to the
most senior General Utility dA" perSClrl excll)~;lvelv from thl: VilrlOtJS district oHlces
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Customer Relations Positions will continue to wear work clothes and to perform
the same work responsibilities as formerly performed as General Utility
"A" person and
shall continue to be eligible for the same overtime as the General Utility
"A" person.
Customer Relations Positions shall receive a twenty cent ($.20) wage differential above
that of a General Utility
"A" person. The creation of these positions shall not result in the
employment of additional employees.
Article XIX: Normal Work Week
Section I. The Authority agrees to maintain a normal workday and week as set
forth below, the work week consisting of either a calendar week or any period of seven (7)
consecutive days as indicated in each instance.
Section 2. All general employees shall work a normal work week of forty (40)
hours consisting of five (5) days of eight (8) hours each from Monday through Friday, sub-
ject, however, to the following supplemental provisions:
(a)
(b)
Employees assigned to plants requiring the daily inspection of pumping equip-
ment shall, in addition to their regular work week, work two (2) hours on
Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays for which they will be paid overtime rates
applicable for working over and above the normal work week, it being under
stood and agreed that the conduct of the Authority's business requires the ser-
vices of one of these persons at each such plant on Saturdays, Sundays, and
holidays to continue the normal operation of the electric pumping equipment in
the territories where they are employed. This overtime work can be dispensed
with at anytime at the discretion of the Authority.
Employees at these plants shall be entitled to the following privileges each such
employee may, in consultation with the employee's District Manager, arrange a
schedule to provide for weekend leave one (1) week of each three (3).
Field Operators shall work a normal work week of five (5) days of eight (8)
hours each, but for such shift operation regular working schedules will
necessarily include Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays. Shifts will be
arranged to give two (2) consecutive days off. Except where there is a transfer
between shifts, no working schedule shall include more than one eight (8) hour
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(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
day in a twenty-four (24) hour period. It is understood and agreed that shifts will
be rotated in accordance with the wishes of the employees Involved at
each individual plant. as determined by majority vote
As additional Jobs are created, the Authority reserves the nght to assign
schedules of five (5) days of eight (8) hours each, other than normal work
week as defined above, and such shift operations will necessarily Include
Saturday, Sunday. and holidays Shifts will be arranged to give two (2)
consecutive days off, except where there is a transfer between shifts
In the event of a Monday-Friday Job vacancy In any of the following
classifications (Meter Reader & Collector, Meter Reader & Utility Person,
Senior Meter Reader & Collector, Utility Person, General Utility Person 8,
General Utility Person A, Senior General Utility Person, and Store Keeper
8). the Authonty shall be entitled to post such a position for a Tuesday-
Saturday work schedule
In the event additional ElectriCian positions are established, greater than the
current level of four (4), the Authority has the right to set new schedules as
set forth In Section 2 (c) of this Article
In the event of a vacancy in an existing position or In the creation of a new POSI-
tion for General Utility Person
"A" in a Customer Service Regional Center, the
Authority shall be entitled to post such position with hours ending up to 800
p.m. Monday through Fnday
Section 3 Office employees shall work a normal work week of thirty-seven and
one-half (37 1/2) hours consisting of five (5) days of seven and one-half (71/2) hours each
day from Monday through Fnday except the Customer Service Regional Centers which
may include Saturday as a normal day until 500 p.m. and may Include work until 800
p.m. on Monday through Fnday sublect to the following supplemental provisions
(a) In the event of a vacancy In an eXisting Clerk or Senior Clerk position in a
Customer Service Regional Center. the Autl10nty shall be entitled to post such
a position with Saturday hours up to 500 pm and/or hours ending up to 800
pm Monday through Friday
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(b)
(c)
No female employee will be required to work regular time in a Customer Service
Regional Center on Saturday or on Monday through Friday from 5:00 p.m. until
8:00 p.m. by herself.
Evening (until 8:00 p.m.) and Saturday hour positions in the Customer Service
Regional Center shall be filled through new hires and/or new bidders. However,
until such time as the Authority has sufficient temporaries, new hires and new
bidders to cover said positions, the Authority may require up to six (6) of its least
senior employees to accept said hours.
Section 4.
(a) The work hours shall be from 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. with one-half (1/2) hour for
lunch for all but one (1) of the Draftspersons and from 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
with one-half (1/2) hour for lunch for the remaining Draftspersons, such assign-
ments to be made on a rotating basis among the Draftspersons on a weekly
basis, as elected by the employees.
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
Should the implementation of letter (a) above for any reason prove to be a hin-
drance to the Authority, then the Authority has the right to retu~n the
work hour schedule shown in Section 4 (a) of the contract dated July 11, 1989
through July 13, 1992.
In the event that the Drafting Supervisor is absent from work for a scheduled
vacation or Authority business, the Draftsperson
"A" must cover the span of
both shifts. In addition, a second Draftsperson must work the 8:30 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. shift during this period. That person to be determined by the next in
rotation. The Draftsperson
"A" shall be compensated for the extra half-hour
by means of overtime pay.
In the event that the Draftsperson next due to work 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. is
scheduled for vacation, then the next Draftsperson in rotation moves into the
vacationing Draftsperson spot, with the remainder of the staff rotation to con-
tinue as normal.
It is specifically agreed that in order to qualify for the position of Draftsperson of
the Suffolk County Water Authority in the Construction and Maintenance
Department, it will be necessary for the employee to meet the qualifications for
the Draftsperson's position hereto imposed by the Authority in such hiring.
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Section 5 It is understood and agreed that employees may be assigned to sub-
stitute for regular employees In other Jobs, and in Celses of such assignment employees
may be required to work In accordance with the regular scheoule of the employees for
whom they are substituting
Section 6. In the case of heavy snowstorms ano hUrricanes, an employee who
reports to work within the allotted excused time shall be paid for the whole delY:an employ-
ee who reports to work but not within the allotted excused time shall be paid for all time
following arrival for work and for the period of the allotted excused time: (such employee
shall be permitted to use any accrued sick, vacation, or personal time to achieve payment
for the full day), and any employee who does not report to work shall be permitted to use
any accrued sick, VaCr1tlon, or personal time to achieve Pr1Yfor the full day In the event an
employee IS unable to report to work, the employee shall commlJnICr1te with the Authority
during the day
Section 7 Except In the Cr1se of an emergency. r1n employee shoulo not be
required to work in harsh, rough, and stormy wer1ther where It r1Hects the employee's sr1fe
ty The decision by management for employees to work In harsh, rough, ilncJ stormy weath-
er shall be mr10e In the field
Article XX Night Differential
Effective January 30. 2000, employees who work on rotating or fixed shifts shall
receive a night dlHerential of ninety-flve($.95) cents per hour over the scheduled rate for
their classification for hours worked on such shifts between 400 pm and midnight. and
one dollar and five cents ($1.05) per hour over the scheduled rilte for their classification
for hours worked on such shifts between midnight and 800 am (approximate time sched-
ule) These differentials will apply to employees who work 000 shifts, the milJor pilrt of
which fall within the above hours
Effective July 24, 2001. €~mployees who work on rotating or fixed shifts shelll
receive a night olfferentlal of one dollar ($100) per hour over the scheduled rate for their
classiflceltlon for hours worked on such shifts between 400 pm elnd mlonlgh1: and one
dollar and ten cents ($ 1 10) per hour over the scheouleo relte for their classlflciltlon for
hours workeo on such shifts between midnight ana 800 il.m (C1pproxlmate time
schedule)
so
These differentials will apply to employees who work odd shifts, the major part of which
fall within the above hours.
Effective July 23, 2002, employees who work on rotating or fixed shifts shall
receive a night differential of one dollar and five cents ($1.05) per hour over the scheduled
rate for their classification for hours worked on such shifts between 4:00 p.m. and midnight;
and one dollar and fifteen cents ($1.15) per hour over the scheduled rate for their classifi-
cation for hours worked on such shifts between midnight and 8:00 a.m. (approximate time
schedule). These differentials will apply to employees who work odd shifts, the major part
of which fall within the above hours.
Effective July 22, 2003, employees who work on rotating or fixed shifts shall
receive a night differential of one dollar and ten cents ($1.10) per hour over the scheduled
rate for their classification for hours worked on such shifts between 4:00 p.m. and midnight;
and one dollar and twenty cents ($1.20) per hour over the scheduled rate for their classi-
fication for hours worked on such shifts between midnight and 8:00 a.m. (approximate time
schedule). These differentials will apply to employees who work odd shifts, the major part
of which fall within the above hours.
Article XXI: Pensions
Section I. The Authority is a participating employer in the New York State
Employees' Retirement System. Service credit for any employee electing to become a
member of the Retirement System shall be computed for a period commencing from the
date of the employee's employment but not earlier than June 1,1951. The provisions of law
and the rules and regulations of the New York State Employees' Retirement System and
any amendments thereto shall apply in all cases of employees electing to become mem-
bers of the Retirement System. New employees entering the employment of the Authority
subsequent to June 1,1959, shall be required to become members of the Retirement
System.
The Authority has adopted Section 75 (i) of the Retirement and Social Security
Law. The Authority shall pay the entire cost of the Employees' Retirement System except
as to those employees hired on and after July 1,1976. If the State Legislature shall take
any action at any time to make compliance with this paragraph impossible performance,
then the Agreement shall be reopened solely with reference to this paragraph, and the
parties shall meet and discuss an amendment hereto.
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Section 2 EHectlve July 11,1989, employees are permitted to partlclpi1te. on a
voluntary basIs In Deferred Compensation, as provided under the AlJthorlty's current
Section 4:=17 -Puhllc Employee Deferred CompenSi1tlon Proqram
Article XXII Committees
Section I A 10lnt Labor-Mana~JCment and StaH Development Committee (Joint
Committee) is hereby estahllshed for the purpose of meeting quarterly to discuss matters
and problems of mutualmterest to both the Authority and the UrlIon, mcludlng staH devel-
opment The Committee shall conSist of a maximum of four (4) Union representatives and
a maximum of four (4) Authority representatives The committee shi111not consldm i1ny
problem that properly should be hClndled under the normal grievance procerlure of this
Agreement
Section 2 There shall be a Safety Committee to consist of Clmaximum of three
(3) Authority representatives and a mc1Xlmum of three (3) Union representatives, which
Committee shall meet monthly on Authority time to discuss matters pertCllnlng to the
health and safety of the employees Clnrl requlCltions In connection therewith
Section 3 The Union recognizes the Authorlty's rlqht to test E~mployees for
positions subject to the following conditions
a The Authority will design and i1dmmlster the test after Input from nlC
JOint Committee described In Section 1
b Study materials will he made ;waliable hy the Authority
If apprOprlClte, courses may be oHered after workmg hours
without compensation for attendClnce Cltthe courses
c The JOint Committee will review the stlJrjy rTl<1terials
for the test to Insure thilt ttle study materiOlls cover the
concepts to he tested
d The Authority will provide :m dOlYS Oldv<mcc notice of any position to
tw t('sted for the first time
e Any ISSIJe relOltlnq to the f<1lrncss of imy qllestlon for the test will he
referred to the JOint CommlttE~e
S2
Article XXIII: Duration of Agreement
This Agreement shall be' in force and effect from July 20, 2000, through
November 22, 2004. It shall thereafter be renewed from year to year unless either party
serves notice upon the other in writing not less than sixty (60) days before any anniver-
sary date thereafter, of its desire to amend or change any of the provisions. Such notice
shall be given to the other party by certified mail.
Article XXIV: Service of Notices
Any and all notices required to be given under this Agreement shall be deemed
sufficiently complied with when mailed to the parties at their respective addresses as indi-
cated at the head of this Agreement unless such address is changed by notice in writing.
Article XXV: Temporary Employees
Article XXV: Temporary Employees
Section I. Temporary employees are utility persons and general office workers
employed for specific temporary jobs or for emergencies and whose work continue for a
continuous period of less than nine months. After nine (9) months of continuous service
they shall be deemed to be permanent employees subject to the provisions of Article VIII.
The seniority of such employee will commence with the first date of continuous
employment adjusted for any time lost as a result of a break in service. Temporary employ-
ees who are awarded permanent positions shall receive seniority credit for all time previ-
ously spent as a temporary employee, but the employee's entitlement to any accrual or
benefits commences as of the date the employee attains permanent status except as
otherwise herein provided. At the initial employment of the temporary employee, the
employee shall be paid at seventy-five percent (75%) of the rate of the job for the first nine-
ty (90) days of employment.
Section 2. Temporary physical employees shall be paid for overtime at the rate
of one and one-half (1 1/2) times the hour1y rate for all time worked in excess of eight (8)
hours in one (1) day or forty (40) hours in one (1) week. Temporary office employees shall
be paid for overtime at the rate of one and one-half (1 1/2) times the hour1y rate for all time
worked in excess of seven and one-half (7 1/2) hours in one (1) day of thirty-seven and
one-half (37 1/2) hours in one week. .
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Section 3 Temporary employees shall become members of the Union If eligible
after having worked ten (10) days, but not later than thirty (30) calendar days after first
employment or the effective date of this Section, whichever IS later, as a condition of con-
tinued employment.
Section 4. Temporary employees hired as utility persons for positions not listed
In Schedule I of this contract, shall be paid the contract rate for this classification after
ninety (90) days, but may be continued as temporary employees for a maximum of nine
(9) months from the date of employment
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This Agreement setting forth and constituting all of the terms and provisions of the new
Agreement shall be effective as of July 20, 2000.
SUFFOLK COUNTY WATER AUTHORITY
Michael A. LoGrande
Chairman
APPROVED:
UTILITY WORKERS' UNION OF AMERICA A.F.L. - C.I.O., LOCAL 393
Deborah McCahey, President
Herbert G. Holmes, Vice President
Lisa Palermo, Treasurer
Gail Pisano, Secretary
Executive Board Members
Christopher Mackey
Joseph Jurgens
Glen Bohn
David Sponton
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Suffolk County Water Authority
Union Rates: July 2000 to July 2003
Jul-OO Jul-01 Jul-O Jul-03
+2.0% +3.0% +3.5~/o +3.5%
General Utility Porson
"A" 2592 26 70 27 f3:1 28 60
General Utility Person
"B" 25 49 26 25 27 17 2812
Senior Metor ROilcJer & Collectnr 2:,67 2644 ?717 28:1:1
Meter Reaoor & Utility Porsnn 24 50 2524 ?f31? 21.0:1
Utility Person G G G G
Senior Clerk E1 0 f3 f3
Clerk C C C C
Messenger Clork D D D D
Receptionist SWltr:htJoimj Opprator A A A A
BookkoPplOq Clerk 0 B n n
Vouchpr Clerk [3 B n B
Secretary-Str:no n n R R
Storekeepor A ?7 28 28 10 29 OR JO 10
Storekor:per B 25 17 259J 2684 2778
Storekeeper C 2.1 79 2:15:1 26 42 27 :14
Draftsperson GriJcJe 1 2575 2G 62 '27 4:) 2R 41
Draftspmson Greloe 2 2421 24 (J4 25 R1 2671
Draftsperson GrilcJe :1 0 0 0 0
Working Foreperson H H H H
Meter Medlilnlc GrilOf' 1 2f-101 2h 7CJ 271:1 28 70
Meter Mer:hilnlC Grade 2 2:) 1G 2:) 91 21, R2 27 7f)
Apprentl[f' Mr:tf'r Mpctlilnlr: 2:1 Of) 2:175 24 :,R 2:144
Helpf'r 2215 2:1 02 2:1 in 24 fif,
Serllor Opf'ri1tnr ?7 <)0 2R 7.1 2<) 75 :m 1<)
Ope reitor 2f1 'i5 ?7 :15 2i~ :11 29 :1()
Relief Opf'riJtnr & Utility N N N N
Spnlor Elf'ctrlcliin Tf'ctHlICldll :1() 10 :11 O() J;' 0<) :n;'1
Sf'nlnr EIf'ctllr:liHl I I
EIf'ctrrClan I L
Technlcleln :1() 7R :11 Ii') :V 7R :n <)1
Assistant E ler:tIIC"1I1 I I
Senior Mpc!liHlIC 2<) 72 :m fi 1 :\ 1 f3H :12 79
Pump Station Moch,Hlw
'A 282:1 29 ()R :\() 10 J1 15
Pump StiJll(1I1 Mechanic 8 27 82 211G:, 2<) he) JO fi9
Assistant Plmlp Stiltlon Mf'dli1ll1C 2601 2f3 7<) ?7 7l 28 70
Flelo Opr:1atnr N N N N
Sf'nlnr Gr:IH'liJl Utility Pf'Ic;on H H H H
EqlJlpment Opoliltnr 211 14 2(J h() :J() ,,4 :11 11
Sonlor Milctllnf' Opf'ratnr 2911 2CJ<)11 :11 m J212
Jul-OO Jul-01 Jul-o Jul-
+2.O"At +3.0"/0 , +3.5% 3.5%
Machine Operator 27.82 28.65 29.65 30.69
Junior Machine Operator E E E E
Senior Key Punch Operator B B B B
Key Punch Operator F F F
Bookkeeping Clerk B B B B
Secretary-Steno B B B B
Senior Clerk B B B B
Senior Key Punch Operator B B B B
Voucher Clerk B B B B
Clerk C C C C
Messenger Clerk D D D D
Junior Machine Operator E E E E
Key Punch Operator F F F F
Utility Person G G G G
Senior General Utility Person G G G G
Working Foreperson H H H H
Electrician L L L L
Assistant Electrician L L L L
Senior Mechanic 29.72 30.61 31.68 32.79
Pump Station Mechanic
"A" 28.23 29.08 30.10 31.15
Pump Station Mechanic
"B" 27.82 28.65 29.65 30.69
Assistant Pump Station Mechanic 26.01 26.79 27.73 28.70
Field Operator N N N N
Senior General Utility Person H H H H
Equipment Operator 28.74 29.60 30.64 31.71
Senior Machine Operator 29.11 29.98 31.03 32.12
Machine Operator 27.82 28.65 29.65 30.69
Junior Machine Operator E E E E
Senior Key Punch Operator B B B B
Utility Person G G G G
Senior General Utility Person H H H H
Working Foreperson H H H H
Assistant Electrician L L L L
Electrician L L L L
Senior Electrician L L L L
Relief Operator & Utility Person N N N N
Draftsperson Grade 3 0 0 0 0
Garage Mechanic" A" P P P P
GarageMechanic
"B" 26.12 26.90 27.84 28.81
Maintenance
"A" 26.02 26.80 27.74 28.71
Cross Connection Field Assistant 26.12 26.90 27.84 28.81
Meter Shop Foreperson 29.70 30.60 31.68 32.80
Chief Clerk 26.07 26.85 27.79 28.76
Note (A)
- Steno TYQjst and R~~eptiQJ1isl -~witchboardQllilliI1Qr
Date Rate Rate
Effective Min. Max. 3 6 12 18 24 30 36
7/00 1610 2173 16.84 18.01 18.60 19.39 19.80 2057 21762
7/01 1658 2238 17.38 1855 1916 1997 2039 21 19 22.38
7/02 1716 2316 17.96 19.20 1983 2067 21 10 2193 2316
7/03 1776 23.97 1859 1987 20.52 2139 21.84 22.70 2397
Note (Bl-=-S~nior~~~
Date Rate Rate
Effective Min. Max. 12 24
7/00 2321 2445 23.82 24.45
7/01 23.91 2518 2453 25.18
7/02 2475 2606 25.39 2606
7/03 2562 26.97 2628 26.97
Note iCJ - Clerk
Date Rate Rate
Effective Min. Max. 3 6 12 18 24 30 36 48
7/00 997 2173 10.51 1122 14.44 1516 15.37 16.10 1706 2173
7/01 1027 2238 1083 11.56 1487 1561 1583 1658 1757 2238
7/02 10.63 2316 1121 11.96 15.39 16.16 16.38 1716 18.18 2316
7/03 11.00 2397 11.60 12.38 1593 1673 16.95 1776 18.82 2397
Note{Ql- Senior Clerk
Date Rate Rate
Effective Min. Max. 6 12 18 24
7/00 1812 2228 1895 2007 2078 2228
7/01 1866 2295 19.52 2067 2140 22.95
7/02 1931 23.75 2020 21.39 2215 2375
7/03 1999 2458 20.91 2214 2293 2458
Note IE) -Junior Machine Operator
Date Rate Rate
Effective Min. Ma1t. 6 12 18 24
7/00 23.85 26.54 24-:-50 25.16 25.90 26.54
7/01 24.57 27.34 25.24 25.91 26.68 27.34
7/02 25.43 28.30 26.12 26.82 27.61 28.30
7/03 26.32 29.29 27.03 27.76 28.58 29.29
Note (F)
- KeYDunch Ocerator
Date Rate Rate
Effective Min. Ma1t. 6 12 18 24
7/00 18.60 21.73 19-:-73 19.39 20.57 2U3
7/01 19.16 22.38 19.97 20.39 21.19 22.38
7/02 19.83 23.16 20.67 21.10 21.93 23.16
7/03 20.52 23.97 21.39 21.84 22.70 23.97
Note (G)
-
Utility Person
Date Rate Rate
Effective Min. Ma1t. 6 12 18 24 30 36 42
7/00 13.16 24.11 14-:-12 19.39 20.47 20.49 22.84 23.46 2411
7/01 13.55 24.83 14.54 19.97 21.08 21.57 23.53 24.16 24.83
7/02 14.02 25.70 15.05 20.67 21.82 22.32 24.35 25.01 25.70
7/03 14.51 26.60 15.58 21.39 22.58 23.10 25.20 25.89 26.60
Note (I) Meter Mechanic Grade I shall be entitled to an additional $.05 per hour after three (3) years of
satisfactory service in this classification and an additional $.05 per hour after five (5) years of
satisfactory service.
Note (J) Apprentice Meter Mechanic after one (I) year of service to the Authority Shall be entitled to an
additional $.05 per hour, and after one and one-half (1.5) years of satisfactory service to the Authority
in this classification shall be entitled to the classification of Meter Mechanic-Grade 2. Such amount
shall be in addition to the hourly rates specified hereinabove for this job classification.
Note (K) Helper in the Meter Department shall be entitled to an additionaJ $.05 per hour after six (6) months
of satisfactory service to the Authority in this classification, and after one (I) year shall become an
Apprentice Meter Mechanic. If after one (I) year the position is vacated, it will revert to the position of helper.
Note (L)
- Electrician Hourly $~hedule
Progression Rate
Date Rate Range After After
Effective Min. Max. Start 1 YR 3YRS
Senior Electrician 7/00 3066 3188 3066 3143 3188
-~-
-
-
--
- 7/01 3158 32.84 3158 32.37 3284
7/02 3269 3399 3269 33.50 3399
7/03 3383 35.18 3383 34.67 35.18
Electrician 7/00 2803 3028 2803 2972 3028
7/01 2887 31 19 2887 3061 31 19
7/02 2988 ':!') ')Q 2988 31 68 3228
7/03 3093 33.41 3093 3279 3341
Assistant Electrician 7/00 2732 2665 2732
-~---
------- 7/01 2814 2745 2814
7/02 2912 28.41 29.12
7/03 30.14 2940 30.14
Inca!)~ _Qfupg@dingQi p~moti911:
Assistant Electrician to Electrician 7/00 if 2732 ;)OeSI0 2972
--
-
-
-
-
--- -
if less than 2732 ;)oesto 2803
7/01 if 2814 goes 10 30.61
Ifless than 2814 goes to 2887
7/02 If 2912 goes to 31.68
if less than 29.12 goes 10 2988
7/03 If 30.14 g08Sto 3279
If less than 30.14 goes to 3093
Electrician to Senior Electrician 7/00 If 30.28 goes to 31.43
If less than 29.72 goes to 30.66
7/01 If 31.19 goes to 32.37
If less than 30.61 goes to 31.58
7/02 If 32.28 goes to 33.50
If less than 31.68 goes to 32.69
7/03 If 33.41 goes to 34.67
If less than 32.79 goes to 33.83
Note (M) 1. In an office of the Authority where there are from one (1)
to four (4) Clerks, there shall be one (1) Senior Clerk.
2. In an office of the Authority where there are from five (5)
to eight (8) Clerks, there shall be two (2) Senior Clerks.
3. In an office of the Authority where there are from nine (9)
to Twelve (12) Clerks, there shall be three (3) Senior Clerks.
4. In an office of Authority where there are from thirteen (13)
to sixteen (16) Clerks, there shall be four Senior Clerks.
Note (N) . Relief Ooerator & Uiilitv Person. Field Ooerator. With one (1)
"ear e){oerience.
7/00
25.92
7/01
26.70
7/02 7/03
27.63 28.60
Note (N) . Relief Ooerator & Uiility Person. Field Ooerator. With less than one (1) year e){oerience.
7/00
25.49
7/01
26.25
7/02
27.17
7/03
28.12
Note CO}
-
Draftsperson - Grade 3
Date
Effective
7/00
7/01
7/02
7/03
Note (Pt- Garage Mechanic ..A"
Date
Effective
7/00
7/01
7/02
7/03
Start
.~1 3.)
21 98
22 75
2355
Start
2655
2735
?R 11
2930
After
1Year
n 23
22 J()
2370
2~ 53
After
1Year
2782
2865
2CHi"1
3069
After
2Years
22 8~
2353
2~ 35
252D
NQte {Q} Stenographers ~plJn attaining the top rate l)f trl(:: pr').:F'::SS',)~l scali? shall ~i.? ent,:''?,j to
additional S25 per hour
t-IptejB} Three Cl,stonler Rei(1!liJ'lS ~ositions snail be entlt:eu tlJ -)rl addltorH S 20 per h:)ur aDove that :)f
Hle General utlltyA pos:tlon Article XVIII. Section 10
progression rate for electriCians
Note (S) The rate of pay' for the TechniCian title 'NIIIbe :3 50 :Y:?' 'lOur c:Jreater tnan the three/ear
Note (H) - Working Foreperson and Senior General UtilityPeIson
Date Rate Rate
Effective Min. Max.
7/00 r 87 2C:'95
7/01 2871 3085
7/02 29 ~1 3193
7/03 30 -5 3305
6
2836
2921
3023
3129
12
2885
2972
3076
31 8~
18
29 ~5
3033
31 39
32 ~9
24
2995
3085
31 93
3305
- ---- -- --- - ---
No Name Seniority Adj Time ~or Classlflcailon Siie
Dalie Vacailon
'
Allowance
Fitzpatrick, Josephine M. 1/27/64 SENIOR CLERK BS
2 Bowen, Barbara A. 9/11/70 BKKPNG CLERK OK
3 Rinaldi, Carol A. 11/9/70 SENIOR CLERK WH
4 Deane, Bette F. 4/19/71 JR MACH OPER OK
5 Stillufsen, Joan E. 9/28/71 SENIOR CLERK CM
6 Rosskamp, Eileen L. 5/15/73 SENIOR CLERK OK
7 Rosado, Barbara J. 9/11/78 SENIOR CLERK WH
8 Kistela, Rosalie A. 9/12178 SENIOR CLERK OK
9 Marsh, Sylvia C. 10/3/78 SENIOR CLERK HP
10 Franco, Patricia M. 1/16/79 SENIOR CLERK OK
11 Mackey, Jeanette 1/25/79 VOUCHER CLERK OK
'12 Malone, Carol A. 7/3/79 SENIOR CLERK HP
13 Noto, Rosemary C. 2/26/80 SENIOR CLERK HP
14 Karnis, Robin 3/17/80 SENIOR CLERK EH
15 Bryant, Susan .9/30/80 VOUCHER CLERK OK
16 Montesano, Irene A. 4/15/81 SR KEYPCH OP OK
17 Sinsabaugh, Aileen M. 5/4/83 JR MACH OPER OK
18 Hobson, Constance A. 5/10/83 SENIOR CLERK WH
19 Tuohey, Lynette T. 6/28/83 SENIOR CLERK CM
20 Gordon, Ana L. 9/6/83 SENIOR CLERK CM
No Name Seniority Adj Time for Classification Site
Date Vacation
Allowance
21 Pisano. Gail P 12/13/83 SENIOR CLERK OK
22 Romano. Anna 3/20/84 SENIOR CLERK HP
23 Gelardi. Irene 3/27/84 KEYPCH OPER OK
24 Balserus. Pamela 8/14/84 SENIOR CLERK WH
25 Curtin. Phyllis A. 9/18/84 SENIOR CLERK HP
26 Chu. Debra A 9/25/84 SENIOR CLERK HP
27 Ross. Barbara L 2/12/85 CLERK WH
28 Manicone. Margherite 7/9/85 SENIOR CLERK HP
29 Amato. Betty 10/1/85 CLERK WH
30 Flynn. Cynthia A. 6/17/86 SENIOR CLERK CM
31 Calliccino. Lucy 6/24/86 BKKPNG CLERK OK
32 Lesser. Tern L 9/9/86 SEMOR CLERK GR
33 Reyes. Myrna M. 10/14/86 SENIOR CLERK CM
34 Coleman. Utrice V. 4/7/87 SENIOR CLERK HP
35 Steele. Diane A 4/14/87 CLERK CM
36 Denaro-Cohen. Lisa 4/21/87 C;LERK CM
37 Elardl, NanCle 6/2/87 KEYPCH OPER OK
38 Cierzniewski. Darlene J 8/25/87 SR MAC;HOPER OK
39 Horovitz. Irene 10/6/87 SENIOR C;LERK HP
40 Miranda. Madeline M. 10/20/87 CLERK OK
-.-.-
No NSlme Seniorliy Adj Time ~or CISlSsl~lcSition Site
DSlte "Slcstlon
Allowsnce
41 Sperduto, Gabriella M. 12/15/87 CLERK WH
42 De Maio, Theresa 2/2/88 CLERK CM
43 Cybriwsky, Claudia C. 3/29/88 SECRETARYSTENO OK
44 Barry, Marie A. 8/2/88 CLERK ,WH
45 Mangialino, Joyce 8/16/88 SENIOR CLERK HP
46 Sourlis, Wendy T. 9/6/88 CLERK CM
47 Sorgie, Laura A. 9/6/88 CLERK WH
48 Timpe, Trisha J. 9/20/88 CLERK OK
49 Knoebel, Annmarie 10/11/88 CLERK WH
50 Saunders, Tonina 1/3/89 CLERK CM
51 Szekalski, Emily 3/14/89 CLERK BS
52 Morris, Ellen M. 4/11/89 MACHINE OPER OK
53 Ucci, Irene J. 4/11/89 SENIOR CLERK OK
54 Pakula, Kathleen A. 6/13/89 CLERK GR
55 Turner, Essie M. 6/27/89 CLERK CM
56 Nuccio, Barbara 7/11/89 CLERK CM
57 Brancato, Rosemarie 11/28/89 CLERK CM
58 Pinel, Patricia 2/13/90 CLERK ' OK
59 Cook, Laura M. 2/13/90 CLERK HP
No Name Seniority Adj Time for Classification Site
Date Vacation
Allowance
60 Schatzger. Elizabeth 3/6/90 CLERK HP
61 Wilson. Stacey L 6/5/90 CLERK HP
62 Bono. Dianne 6/1 2/90 CLERK OK
63 Fallon. Kathy A. 7/3/90 C:LRK/MSG SUB OK
64 Joy. Lisa A. 7/10/90 CLERK CM
65 Andcrer. Hamet 7/30/90 CLERK HP
66 Oshrin. Donna 12/10/91 CLERK CM
67 Smoker. Adnenne 11/3/92 CLERK HT
68 Vincent. Frances 11/24/92 CLERK OK
69 Bragg. Gen 1 ~)/1/92 CLERK CM
70 Balian. Jessica 12/8/92 CLERK OK
71 Donahue. Toni Mane 5/4/93 CLERK CM
72 Fiero. Lynn V 10/26/93 CLERK OK
73 Bor?l. Catherine A. 11/2/93 SENIOR CLERK HP
74 Beruhe. Annemanc 2/1/94 CLERK WH
75 Lynch. Kclhl C 1/3/95 CLFRK WH
76 Squlcclarlnl. Clara T 1/24/95 CLERK CM
77 Kramer. Annette 8/29/95 CLERK HP
78 Randone. Debra 8/30/95 CLERK BS
No Name Seniority Ad) Time for Classification Site
Date Vacation
Allowance
79 Matos, Patricia 12/26/95 CLERK HP
80 Falco, Cherise M. 1/30/96 CLERK HP
81 Wade, Lynda B. 3/5/96 CLERK HP
82 Annessa, Debra L. 4/23/96 CLERK GR
83 Doerrbecker, Kim 8/13/96 CLERK HP
84 Vera, Tina L. 9/17/96 CLERK OK
85 Booth, Barbara J. 9/30/96 CLERK OK
86 Zmroczek, Annisa A. 4/29/97 CLERK HP
87 Vasturino, Katherine 8/4/98 CLERK HP
88 Caballero, Nicole 1017/98 CLERK HP
89 Terhune, Jeremy M. 8/3/99 CLERK HP
90 Hollmann, Amy J. 9/28/99 CLERK WH
91 Maggiore, Catherine A. 11/2/99 CLERK HP
92 Galvin, Donna M. 11/30/99 CLERK CM
93 Ash, Barbara 12/28/99 CLERK CM
94 Cabales, Kerry 2/1/00 CLERKTEMP HP
95 Williams, Ann-Marie 2/8/00 CLERK CM
96 Sabatano, Grace-Ann 3/21/00 CLERK CM
97 Gannone, Loren 4/4/00 CLERK HP
No Name Seniority Ad; Time for Classification Site
-l
Date Vacation
Allowance
98 Schneider, Joanne 4/11/00 CLERK BW
99 Becht, Janine M. 4/18/00 CLERK HP
I100 Cirolli, Kimberly A 5/31 /00 CLERK HP
101 Bailey, Ann 8/22/00 CLERK HP
102 Heinrich, Audra 11/14/00 CLERK HP
No Name Seniority Ad) Time for Classification Site
Date Vacation
. Allowance
Hubbard, Edward P. 10/22/63 GENLUTILA OK
2 Leslie Jr, Harold 8n/67 GENLUTILB OK
3 Serrano, Anthony P. 4/23/68 FIELD OPER WH
4 Granieri, Anthony 7/23/68 ELECTRICIAN WH
5 DeNicolo, Carol R. 2/3/69 SR RDRCOLL CM
6 Romano, Kenneth J. 4/29/69 SR GENLUTIL WH
7 Kittle, Robert F. 4/29/69 SR MECHANIC BS
8 Brown, John D. 5/20/69 GNL UTL A/CR HP
9 Kocherkevich, Michael. 5/20/69 GNL UTLA/CR CN
10 Dellolmo, John 5/27/69 CTRLCNTROPERAT BS
11 Logan, Richard H. 6/10/69 GENLUTILA CM
12 Lemp, Harry R. 7/29/69 GENLUTILA CM
13 Kleinpeter, David J. 4/21no GENLUTILA OK
14 Cummings, John D. 6/10nO P STAMECHA BS
15 Morin, Arthur C. 8/25nO EOUIPMENTOPERAT OK
16 Camberdella, James T. 9/1no AST ELECTRN WH
17 Clarelli, Michael J. 9/8nO GENUTIIJEOUIPMNT OK
18 Qualey, Thomas W. 10/20nO GENLUTILA WH
19 Hoff, Richard 12/8nO GENLUTILA OK
No Name Seniority Adj Time for Classification Site
Date Vacation
Allowance
20 Rigogiloso. Carole J. 3/16/71 STORKEEPER A WH
21 Michaud. George I. 3/23/71 GENL UTIL B OK
22 Bowman. Robert G 4/13/71 FIELD OPER WH
23 Smith. Clark R 4/13/71 GENL UTILA OK
24 Rigoglioso. Frank 8/31 /71 SR GENL UTIL OK
25 Pitts. Richard E 8/31/71 P STA MECH B BS
26 Mackey. Christopher J. 8/31 /71 GNL UTL AlCR HP
27 Mc Nulty. Rosemary L. 11/30/71 CC FIELD AST OK
28 Gerace Jr. Dominick 5/2/72 STORKEEPER A BS
29 Jurgens Jr. Joseph L 5/2/72 ELECTRICIAN BS
30 Rivera. Robert 5/2/72 SR GENL UTIL OK
31 Zigrosser. James A 7/25/72 ELECTRICIAN BS
32 Androvich. Nicholas E. 5/15/73 FIELD OPER BS
33 Quilty. David B 5/15/73 GENL UTILA OK
34 Miller. Glenn A. 5/15/73 GENL UTIL A WH
35 Frevola. Gerard 5/15/73 GENL UTIL A WH
36 Zavesky. Charles W 5/15/73 GENL UTILA OK
37 Dragone Jr. Joseph F 5/15/73 ELECTRICIAN BS
38 Johnson. Walter J. 5/15/73 GENL UTIL B OK
39 Guillo, Thomas P. 5/15n3 GENLUTILA CM
40 Wilbur, Robert J. 6/5n3 GENLUTILA HP
41 Aumock Jr, Arthur E. 6/19n3 GENL UTILA CM
42 liiawski, Michael R. 7/24n3 P STAMECHB as
43 Schmidt, George l. 9/11n3 MTR FOREMAN HP
44 Tooker, Peter C. 9/11n3 GENLUTILA OK
45 Monsegur, Henry 9/11n3 GENL UTIL B CM
46 Weinschenk, Thomas.H 10/9n3 CC FIELD AST OK
47 Giese, Raymond J. 7/30n 4 GENLUTILA WH
4a Kho, Tonny K. 7/30n 4 GENLUTILA TEMP HP
49 Vogelsang, Robert W. 10/1n5 GENLUTILB OK
50 Constantine, William A. 4/5n7 SR ELECTRICIAN as
51 Sealey Jr, Paul T. 6nn7 GENLUTILA CM
52 McCahey, Deborah A. 9/13n7 GENLUTILB OK
53 Krogstad Jr, John l. 7/19na GENLUTILA OK
54 Zalak, Edward S. a/1na GENLUTILA HT
55 Bull, Henry' A. a/29na GENLUTILA OK
56 Spero. Vincent J. 10/10na FIELD OPER WH
57 Spero Jr, James C. 10/17na GENL UTIL A CM
No 'Name Seniority Ad) Time for Classification Site
Date Vacation
Allowance
58 Meyer, Thomas P 3/6/79 GENLUTILA WH
59 Kappers, James F. 3/13/79 GAR MECH A OK
60 Hamilton Jr, Robert A. 4/3/79 MTR RDR COLL HP
61 Houston, Donna M. 2/1 3/80 GENL UTIL B OK
62 Rogers, William J 5/5/80 GENL UTILA WH
63 Ross, Lanny 12/16/80 GENL UTILA EH
64 Reichel, Thomas J 2/24/81 P STA MECH B WH
65 Tringone, Jerry 9/1/8 1 GENL UTIL A TEMP CM
66 Jerome, Andrew S. 9/1/81 MTR RDR UTIL CM
67 Marsico, Vincent G 11/9/82 DRAFTPSN I OK
68 Delong, John D 5/23/83 GENL UTIL A WH
69 Henderson, Joseph T 6/6/83 FIELD OPER BS
70 Huertas. FrancIsco 6/14/83 GENL UTIL B OK
71 Scott, Herbert L 6/28/83 GENL UTIL A OK
72 Holmes, Herbert G 7/18/83 GENL UTILA CM
73 Hawthorne, Thomas W 8/22/83 MAl NT PERSON OK
74 GeracI, Jon J. 9/6/83 AST ELECTRN BS
75 Sapienza, Peter J 9/20/83 GENL UTILA OK
76 Tullo, Rose 11/8/83 SR RDR COLL HP
No Name Seniority Adj Time for Classification Site
Date Vacation
Allowance
J
No Name Seniority Ad) Time for Classification Site
Date Vacation
Allowance
77 Romano Jr, Joseph J. 1/31/84 MTR MECH I HP
78 Mildner, Frederick 7/3/84 AST PIS MECH WH
79 Montalvo III, Oscar 7/3/84 GENL UTIL A OK
80 Jansen, Harold J. 8/28/84 P STA MECH A BS
81 Marcos, Robert M. 9/17/84 GENL UTILA CM
82 Walker, Victor 9/25/84 STORKEEPER A OK
83 Gordon, Glorianne G. 10/9/84 SR MTR RDR COLL WH
84 Zeh, Keith R. 10/23/84 GENL UTIL A OK
85 Infantino, Louis J. 4/29/85 FIELD OPER BS
86 James, David L. 517/85 STORKEEPER B OK
87 Terry, Michael J. 5/14/85 FIELD OPER BS
88 Anderson, David K. 5/21/85 GENL UTILA WH
89 Herlihy, Michael E. 5/28/85 UTIL PERSON OK
90 Van Kesteren, William R.6/11/85 AST PIS MECH BS
91 Waltz, Raymond M. 6/11/85 GENL UTILA HP
92 Brown, Carlotta H. 6/25/85 MTR RDR UTIL CM
93 Diolosa Jr, Peter C. 7/5/85 GENL UTIL A WH
94 Deluca, Michael 8/13/85 UTIL PERSON OK
95 Donnellan, Robert W. 8/13/85 GENL UTIL A WH
-------
No Name Seniority Adj Time for Classification Site
Date Vacation
Allowance
96 Bohn. Glenn A 9/10/85 GENL UTIL B WH
97 Schuch, Frank A. 12/17/85 STORKEEPER B OK
98 Costanza. Dominick M. 3/1 8/86 DRAFTPSN II OK
99 Walls. Michael A. 4/22/86 GENL UTIL A TEMP OK
100 Marrero. Victor C 5/6/86 GENL UTIL B HP
101 Cataldo, Robert S 5/6/86 AST PIS MECH BS
102 Stephani, Scott P 5/20/86 GENL UTILA OK
103 Bliss. Robert M 7/22/86 GENL UTILA WH
104 O'Leary, Richard S 7/22/86 UTIL PERSON OK
105 Cargill. Jeffrey R. 7/22/86 GENL UTIL A TEMP CM
106 Cocozza, Richard P 7/22/86 GENL UTILA HP
107 Paulicelli. Mark W 9/16/86 GENL UTIL A OK
108 Davis. Eddie 9/29/86 MTR RDR UTiL CM
109 Vogel. Elaine M. 11/25/86 MTR RDF~UTIL CM
110 Roebke. Christopher C 11/25/86 UTIL PERSON OK
111 Heck, Robert J. 12/2/86 AST ELECTRN BS
112 Hunt, Christopher E. 12/8/86 GENL UTIL B CM
113 Caracappa. Nicholas J 2/10/87 MAl NT PERSON OK
114 Riley, Timothy 4/14/87 MAINT PERSON OK
115 Lotierzo. Michael J. 5/5/87 STORKEEPER C OK
No Name Seniority Ad] Time for Classification Site
Date Vacation
Allowance
116 Napolitano, Sabatino A. 5/5/87 MTRMECHI TEMP HP
117. Rosario, Richard 5/5/87 AST ELECTRN BS
118 Martz, Ronald D. 5/12/87 MTR RDRUTIL WH
119 Gonzalez, Reyes A. 5/26/87 MTR RDR UTIL CM
120 Janovsky, Michael J. 5/27/87 FIELDOPER BS
121 Lippencott, Robert V. 6n/87 UTIL PERSON OK
122 Silverberg, Deborah 8/18/87 GENL UTIL A HP
123
. Losito, Frank T. 8/18/87 GENLUTILB CM
124 Golden, Thomas M. 8/25/87 GENLUTILA OK
125 Romanowski, James A. 8/25/87 . GENLUTILA EH
126 Williams, William A. 8/31/87 UTIL PERSON WH
127 D'Amico, Joseph A. 9/1/87 GENL UTIL A HP
128 Chessman, William 9/1/87 GENLUTILA TEMP HP
129 Tarzia, Christine A. 9/15/87 MTR RDRUTIL CM
130 Brett, Daniel W. 10/20/87 UTIL PERSON CM
131 Powell, George H. 10/20/87 GENLUTILB OK
132 Vetack, Robert F. 10/20/87 UTIL PERSON WH
133 Rauh, John I. 10/20/87 AST PIS MECH BS
134 Smith, Bernard R. 10/20/87 GENLUTILA TEMP CM
No Name Seniority Adj Time for Classification Site
Date Vacation
Allowance
135 Whatley, Joy 3/22/88 MTR RDR UTIL CM
136 Bryant, John R 5/31 /88 MTR RDR UTIL WH
137 Franca, Richard P 5/31 /88 UTIL PERSON WH
138 Herold. Christopher R. 6/7/88 GENL UTIL A HT
139 Valentino. George E. 6/14/88 MTR RDR UTIL WH
140 Marsala, Peter A 6/28/88 FIELD OPER TEMP BS
141 Piccirillo, Saverio 7/12/88 MAl NT PERSON OK
142 Schulze, John C 7/19/88 GENL UTIL B CM
143 PUZIO. Santo J. 7/19/88 MTR RDR UTIL CM
144 Groth, Frank G 7/19/88 MTR MECH II HP
145 Fogarty. Michael S 7/19/88 AST ELECTRICIAN TE BS
146 Reiff. William R 7/19/88 UTIL PERSON CM
147 Connolly. William R 7/26/88 UTI! PERSON OK
148 Edwards. Bruce S 7/27/88 MTR RDR UTIL HP
149 Flzzuolio, Janet M 8/16/88 MTR RDR UTIL TEMP CM
150 McGrath, Robert 8/23/88 GENL UTIL A HP
151 Lally, James D. 8/30/88 AST PIS MECH BS
152 Miller, Robert E 1/3189 UTIL PERSON OK
153 De Gonzague. LouIs R 1/3/89 PC TECHNICIAN BS
No Name Seniority Ad) Time for Classification Site
Date Vacation
Allowance
154 McGann, Frank 1/3/89 MTR RDR UTIL HP
155 Houhihan Jr, Edward J. 1/3/89 GENLUTILB WH
156 Corso, Vincent M. 1/3/89 CTRL CNTR OPE RAT BS
157 Peters, Gary W. 1/3/89 FIELD OPER WH
158 Considine, David J. 3/21/89 FIELDOPER EH
159 Melcher, Norman J. 3/21/89 GENLUTILB WH
160 Fiumano, Jo Ann 3/21/89 MTR MECH II HP
161 Fox, Mary M. 3/21/89 STORKEEPERC OK
162 Thorbjornsen JR, Robert T 5/23/89 REL OPR UTIL BS
163 Lupo, Mario 5/23/89 RELOPRUTIL BS
164 Petridis, Steven M. 5/23/89 UTIL PERSON BS
165 Glueck, Charles M. 5/23/89 RELOPRUTIL WH
166 Whatley, Clifford L. 5/23/89 UTIL PERSON WH
I
167 Colao, Michael D. 5/23/89 UTIL PERSON CM
168 Czarnecki, James R. 5/23/89 REL OPR UTIL EH
169 Russo, John 6/5/89 UTIL PERSON CM
170 Canino, Stephen 6/20/89 GENL UTIL A HP
171 Coppola, Louis 6/27/89 MTR RDR UTIL HP
172 Kochanskyj, David R. 7/24/89 UTIL PERSON OK
173 Bellini, Gary A. 7/24/89 UTIL PERSON CM
No Name Seniority Adj Time for Classification Site
Date Vacation
Allowance
174 Posililco. Frilrlk 8/22/89 (;r NI IJTII A HP
175 Molt(;r. Rich3rd C 10/3/89 GFNl IHit R EH
176 Klein Jr. RlchcHd T 10/10/89 e;ENl UTll n HT
177 MlrClhile, NlcholCls V 10/10/89 Mf:SSNGFi Cl RK OK
178 Li1mann3 ,Jr. L3wrence J 10/10/89 MTRRORUTIL HP
17g Ammlri1tl. Vincent M 10/10/89 CT nt CNTF10PERAT BS
180 DeSilva, Rohert F 10/10/89 UTILPERSON WH
181 Welton. Mlchelel J 10/10/89 IJTll PERSON BS
182 Telford. Willli1m J 10/10/89 UTll PERSON CM
183 Hopf, Alfred J 10/16/89 M TR RDR UTll HP
184 Moore. Pi1trlcii1 A 4/24/90 MTR RDR lHiL WH
185 Spanton, DaVl(j J 6/5/90 (~FNI Inri A HP
186 Leggio. Joseph W 6/5/g0 IlTll f'fHSON OK
187 Gonnellv Pi'wl T 6/1 1/90 (,FNI IHiI A TEMP HP
188 Henke. JiHTlPS E 6/11/90 MTR HDA UTII CM
189 SWinton. Fr,lnk 6/11/<)0 (',F NI Inri A HP
190 C~(-Hcla, Ctli1rles J 6/25/90 l!TI1 PFnSON OK
191 Bryant. EmmClnlJPI K 6/26/90 Gf-Nl UTII R HT
192 Sproston. William A 7/1/90 l!TIl "ERSON WH
No Name Seniority Ad) Time gor CISlssl11cSltion Siie
DSI~e VSlcSlilon
AliowSlnce
193 Znaniecki, John G. 10/30/90 MTR RDR UTIL TEMP CM
194 Castellano, Robert W. 10/30/90 UTIL PERSON OK
195 Morales, William E. 11/12/90 GENLUTILA HP
196 Scevola, Joseph F. 11/13/90 GENL UTIL B OK
197 DeSola, Michael P. 11/14/90 GENL UTIL B OK
198 Olijotti, Salvatore P. 1/22/91 MTR RDR UTIL HP
199 Palermo, Lisa M. 5/7/91 MTR RDR UTIL TEMP CM
200 Topping Jr, Alfred 5/20/92 FIELD OPER EH
201 Vecchio Jr, Patrick R. 1/14/93 FIELD OPER BS
202 Ramos, Enrique 5/4/93 CTRL CNTR OPERAT BS
203 Kowalski, Guy 5/4/93 FIELD OPER BS
204 Wehnke, Bruce J. 8/24/93 DRAFTPSN
"'
OK
.205 Bonta, Richard 10/29/93 SR ELECTRICIAN BS
206 Gevinski, Peter J. 11/9/93 UTIL PERSON WH
207 Buttenhoff, David P. 3/15/94 FIELD OPER BS
208 Odom, Robert L. 7/12/94 UTIL PERSON HT
209 Rivera, Raymond 8/2/94 UTIL PERSON OK
210 Ghossn, George 11/22/94 MTR RDR UTIL HP
211 Greenwood, Paul G. 12/27/94 GENL UTIL B TEMP EH
212 Rowe, Eileen P 1/3/95 MTn rmR LHiL BS
213 Sgroi, James C 1/10/95 UTI!. PERSON OK
214 Cox, Thomas J 2/28/95 (~AR MECH B BS
215 Mac Gregor, Lawrence R. 4/4195 UTIl PERSON WH
216 Newsom, Allen K 5/4/95 UTIl PERSON BS
217 CascIo, John C 6/26/95 F1fl OPR lnll HT
218 Coman, Joseph P 8/8195 (~AR MECH B OK
219 Hesler III, Paul M 8/15/95 UTIL PERSON HP
220 Maluk, Bradley J 8/15/95 HELPEF1TEMP EH
221 Martin, William J 8/15/95 UTII. PERSON HP
222 Elting, David A 8/22/95 l!TIL PERSON OK
223 Anderson, Rohert T 8/22/95 MTR RDR UTll OK
224 Russo, Ronald C 8/22/95 UTIL PERSON WH
225 Voskovitch, Thomas F 8/29/95 lniL PERSON OK
226 Loper, Gerald R 11/7/95 HEI OPR UTIL BS
227 King, Richard A. 11/14/95 lniL PERSON OK
228 Ryan, Jeffrey P 1/30/96 UTIL PERSON WH
229 Marsala, Jennifer J 3/5/96 MfA RDR UTII HP
No Name Seniority Adj Time for Classification
Date Vacation
Allowance
Site
230 Hirshon. Laurence W. 4/2196 FIELDOPERTEMP BS
231 Blumberg. Donald G. 4/30/96 GENLUTILB OK
232 Collins. Edward A. 4/30/96
UTIL PERSON
HT
233 Hurski. William 4/30/96 HT
UTILPERSON
234 Pugliese. Joseph 5/28/96 HT
235 Brooks. Ronnie J. 5/28/96 UTIL PERSON HP
236 Campo. Joanna C. 11/5/96 HP
MTR RDR UTIL
237 Lutz. Theodore S. 1/28/97 HT
238 Hulse III. Fred E. 214/97 MTR RDRUTIL WH
239 Fallon. James I. 8/26/97 UTIL PERSON OK
240 Johnson. Brian R. 8/26/97 OK
MTR RDRUTIL
241 Coffey, Brian J. 10/28/97 HT
242 McLaughlin. Charles H. 11/11/97 MTR RDRUTIL OK
243 Jensen. Todd 12130/97 UTILPERSON WH
244 Felice. Arthur J. 4n/98 WH
UTILPERSON
245 Hurst. Douglas H. 7/14/98 OK
246 Warren. Richard E. 7/21/98 DRAFTPSN III HP
247 Quirino. Steven M. 7/21/98 FIELD OPER BS
7
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248 Neumann. Richard 7/21/98
UTIL PERSON WH
249 Fisco. Rigel 8/18/98
UTIL PERSON OK
250 Krudop. Robert H. 8/25/98 REL OPR UTIL
WH
251 Crowley, Cohn E 1/5/99 UTIL PERSON
WH
252 Schneider, Albert R 1/12/99
UTIL PERSON OK
253 Renos. John T 1/26/99 UTIL PERSON
EH
254 McLaughlin. Thomas W 3/9/99 UTIL PERSON
OK
255 Bronsveld. William 4/27/99 UTIL PERSON
OK
256 Henry, James 4/27/99 FIELD OPER
WH
257 Anderson, Donald N 5/1 8/99 REL OPR UTIL
WH
258 Kaan, Gregory J 6/1/99 REL OPR UTIL
BS
259 Wright, Gary J 9/29/99 FIELD OPER
BS
260 Delosh, Matthew J 10/5/99
UTIL PERSON OK
261 McLean, Derek K 10/1 2/99
UTIL PERSON WH
262 Bossert, Roger 10/25/99
FIELD OPER BS
263 Hodgens, Brian C 10/26/99
MTR RDR UTIL HP
264 de Groof, Mitchell 11 /1 6/99
UTIUREL PERSON EH
265 Ivers, Thomas C 12/14/99
UTIL PERSON HT
266 Anderson, Christopher 1/4/00
FIELD OPER BS
No Name Seniority Adj Time for Classification Site
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Allowance
267 Heerbrandt, David 2/1/00 FIELD OPER BS
268 DiCola, Joseph 2/1/00 MTR RDRUTIL HP
269 Schulman, Richard 2/1/00 UTILPERSON OK
270 Bothwell, Allen 2/1/00 TEMPUTL PSN HP
271 Pisano, Gus 2/1/00 FIELD OPER BS
272 McKeen, Daniel P. 2/9/00 FIELD OPER BS
273 Loeffler, William A. 2/22/00 GARMECHB OK
274 Gallino, John 4/4/00 UTILPERSON OK
275 Given, Christopher 4/11/00 UTILPERSON OK
276 Goins, Steven 5/23/00 FIELD OPER BS
277 Schretzmayer, John 5/23/00 RELOPR UTIL BS
278 Saggio Jr., Anthony 5/30/00 RELOPRUTIL BS
279 Miltz, Edward J. 7/25/00 DRAFTPSN III OK
280 Oehrig, Richard 8/1/00 SR ELECTRICIAN BS
281 Ambrosini, Robert 8/1/00 SR ELECTRICIAN BS
282 Balboa, Carmine 8/15/00 UTILPERSON HI
283 Omelchuk JR. Richard 9/5/00 UTILPERSON OK
